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UNIVERSITY I

Skills brought to table at competition

ADMINISTRATION

'So you think you can rap?'
brings in crowd
By HEATHER HOLM
Activities Editor
Ian Winston can rap.
He was the winner of "So You Think You Can
Rap?" last night.
Ian "12K" Winston, a senior art major, performed two songs called "Turn It Up" and "She
Mambo."
"It (getting up on stage) is like an everyday
thing for me," Winston said. "I have been doing
shows with friends down in Champaign, and I

just wanted to bring the noise."
Winston wants to continue working on his
rapping.
'1t feels amazing. I'm really just going to work
on it. I am going to make sure I keep doing what
I do," he said. "lhis is a once in a lifetime opportunity, and I am really excited."
Brandon Woods, or "B. Woods," a freshman
undecided major, also competed in the competition.
Woods has been rapping for three years and
was ready for last night.
'1 rapped to myself in front of the mirror and
told myself I was the best rapper on campus,"
Woods said.
The two songs he performed were named

MORE ONLINE
Visit www.dennews.
com for video coverage of "So You Think
You Can Rap?"

Biology
chair to be
determined
Search committee
cuts applicant list

"Powerful" and "lma Go Hard."
Greg Phonetics or "D] Phonetics," a graduate student in communication sciences and disorders, also competed. He said he is first and foremost a poet.

»

SEE COMPETITION, PAGE 5

STATE I GOVERNMENT

BLAGOJEVICH IMPEACHED

By STEPHEN 01 BENEDETTO
Staff Reporter
The search committee for a
new biology chair has narrowed
the list to four candidates.
Diane Hoadley, chair of the
committee and dean of Lumpkin College of Business and
Applied Sciences, said the committee slimmed the list from 26
original applicants.
The four candidates are
Charles Amlaner from Indiana
State University; Bruce Schulte from Georgia Southern University; Stephen Roberts from
University of Nevada at Las
Vegas; and Gregory Spicer from
San Francisco State University.
" I thought the pool was
fine," Hoadley said of the applicants. "I thought the quality of
people who rose to the top of
the pool was very good, very
strong."
Hoadley said she hoped to
make a recommendation to
Mary Anne Hanner, dean of
the College of Sciences, either
by the end of this week or early next week.
All finalists have completed their on-campus interview.
Spicer, the last interviewee, finished Jan. 23.
Hoadley said all finalists
have experience with administrative work.

»

SEE BIOLOGY, PAGE 5

CAMPUS I SAFETY

MICHAEL TERCHA I MCT

Former Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojevich addresses the Illinois Senate during his impeachment trial on Thursday in Springfield.

Former Illinois Senate votes
unanimously for his removal
The Associa ted Press
SPRINGFIELD
Former Gov. Rod
Blagojevich was bounced from office lhursday
withom a single lawmaker rising in his defense,
ending a nearly two-momh crisis that erupted
with his arrest on charges he tried to sell Barack
Obama's vacam Senate seat.
Blagojevich becomes the first U.S. governor in more than 20 years to be removed by
impeachment.
After a four-day trial, the lllinois Senate voted 59-0 to convict him of abuse of power, amomatically ousting the second-term Democrat.
In a second, idemical vote, lawmakers further barred Blagojevich from ever holding public office in the state again.
"He failed the test of character. He is
beneath the dignity of the state of lllinois. He
is no longer worthy to be our governor," said

Sen. Matt Murphy, a Republican from suburban Chicago.
Hours later, Blagojevich showed his trademark defiance, blasting the Senate trial.
"It was a fixed deal, and it was a fixed deal
from the very beginning," he told reporters and
neighbors gathered outside his home. "My prediction was right. They pitched a shutom, 59
to nothing."
Democratic Lt. Gov. Patrick Quinn, one of
Blagojevich's critics, was promptly sworn in as
governor.
Blagojevich's troubles are not over. Federal prosecutors are drawing up an indictment
against him on corruption charges.
Blagojevich, 52, had boycotted the first three
days of the impeachment trial, calling the proceedings a kangaroo court.
Bm on Thursday, he went before the Senate
to beg for his job, delivering a 47-minute plea
that was, by turns, defiam, humble and sentimemal.
He argued, again, that he did nothing
wrong, and warned that his impeachment

would set a "dangerous and chilling precedent."
"You haven't proved a crime, and you can't
because it didn't happen," Blagojevich told the
lawmakers. "How can you throw a governor
om of office with insufficient and incomplete
evidence?"
lhe verdict brought to an end what one
lawmaker branded "the freak show" in Illinois.
Over the past few weeks, Blagojevich found
himself isolated, with almost the entire political
establishmem lined up against him.
lhe furor paralyzed state government and
made Blagojevich and his helmet of lush, dark
hair a punchline from coast to coast.
Many ordinary Illinoisans were glad to see
him go.
"It's very embarrassing. I think it's a shame
that with our city and lllinois, everybody
thinks we're all corrupt," Gene Ciepierski, 54,
said after watching the trial's conclusion on a
TV at Chicago's beloved Billy Goat Tavern.
"To think he would do something like that, it
hurts more than anything."

Safety
precautions
for the
classroom
presented
to faculty
By MATT HOPF
News Editor
The one-year anniversary of
the Northern Illinois University
campus shooting is approaching.
The Northern shooting was
one of 14 separate shootings on
a college campus since 2000.
Remaining aware of the surrounding environment continues to be a theme in campus
security and safety issues.
Dan Nadler, vice president
for student affairs, said people should remain vigilant and
aware of where they are and other alternate ways to exit a building.

»

SEE SAFETY, PAGE 5
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Cold today under mostly cloudy skies. Expect
temperatures to rise into the mid 30s on Saturday
and upper 30s on Sunday. Next chance of
precipitation is Sunday night into Monday.
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Students stop by the funnel fry bar during State Fair Night at the Taylor Dining Center on Wednesday night. Taylor
served traditional fair foods like corn dogs, cotton candy and fruit shake-ups.

ENTERTAINMENT I A DAILY LOOK

Madame Tussauds to unveil wax first lady
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON- Madame
Tussauds wax museum is adding
First Lady Michelle Obama to its
collection of famous figures in
Washington.
Museum officials released
pictures of the design process
Wednesday and said the full figure will be unveiled in March.
Designers will have spent six
months on the figure, studying
photos and video of the first lady.
General Manager Janine DiGioacchino says having an image of Obama is an honor because "as our nation's first African-American first lady, a proud
working mom and budding style
icon, Mrs. Obama is a role model
to women around the corner and
around the globe."
The figure was designed at
Merlin Studios in London and

will be placed alongside President
Barack Obama's figure in a replica Oval Office.
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RrJtjctf~
Now Renting 3 Bedroom
Apartment for 2009

"lhe View," she's often gotten into
passionate political arguments with
her colleagues.

Come see us at 1509 S. 2nd (behind Subway)
•Central NC, Dishwasher, Furnished

• 1.5 baths in each unit

• Free Garage Parking, Assigned Spaces

Hasselbeck of 'The View'
is pregnant again

The hunt goes electric:
Clancy books to go digital

NEW YORK Elisabeth
Hasselbeck of "The View" and
her husband, Tim, who played
for the Arizona Cardinals, are
about to be outnumbered.
Hasselbeck announced Thursday on the ABC daytime chat
show that she's pregnant with her
third child, due in August.
She said: "We are thankful for
such great news and will begin
planning our zone defense strategy immediately."
The couple are the parents of
3-year-old Grace Elisabeth and
15-month-old Taylor Thomas.
Being outnumbered at work is
nothing new for H asselbeck.
As the resident conservative on

NEW YORK - Tom Clancy
is going digital.
The author of such blockbusters as "Patriot Games" and "Clear
and Present Danger" is finally
making his work available electronically, starting Feb. 3 with his
breakthrough novel, "The Hunt
for Red October."
Publisher
Penguin
Group
(USA) Inc. made the announcement Thursday.
Clancy's books will be available in all e-formats.
Executives Laura Porco of Amazon.com and Chris Smith of
Sony Reader said Thursday that
Clancy had been in great demand
by customers.

WHAT THE •.. I WEIRD, UNEXPECTED, BIZARRE NEWS

No more free salt, sand for people in Masschusetts town
The Associated Press
BUCKLAND, Mass. - Residents of a small Massachusetts town used to be able to help themselves to a
free bucket of sand and salt from the highway department to treat their steps and walkways after a snow
storm. But no more.
Officials in the western Massachusetts town of
Buckland have suspended the perk at least temporarily because it appears some people have been abusing
the privilege.
Highway Superintendent Steve Daby told selectmen that people have been filling the backs of pickup
tmcks with the mixture, and that some people taking
advantage appear to be from out of town, The Recorder
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READING, Pa. - A postal worker rescued the
mail after his delivery truck caught fire in eastern Pennsylvania.
Investigators say the electrical fire apparently started
in the dashboard while the truck was making deliveries
outside Reading in Berks County.
Cumru Township fire chief Scott Brady says the letter carrier saw smoke coming out of his truck, got out
and called 911. Then he got all the mail out before the
truck was completely engulfed in flames.
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CAMPUS I ASTRONOMY

CAMPUS BRIEFS
1

Gay speaks about Citizen science'
By Adam Larck
Staff Reporter
A high school dropout and a mule
farmer was hired by Michad Hale and
Edwin Hubble after taking detailed
photographs ofsupernovas.
This was Milton Humason, just
one of the many amateur astronomers that Pamda Gay talked about on
Thursday evening in the Physical Science Building.
Gay said that she focuses on amateur astronomers because professional astronomers already love what they
are doing and that won't change.
"Astronomy is one of the few
things where the sky is shared by the
world," she said.
Gay, an assistant research professor at Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville, talked about many amateur astronomers from the past, starting with William and Caroline Hershd, a brother and sister pair. William discovered Uranus while Caroline found the most comets in the sky
for 100 years.
After going through the history
of more famous amateurs, she talked about the modern age with digital
technology.
"This is a wonderfi.ll opportunity to spread (astronomy) to hundreds of thousands of people, said Jim
Conwell, a physics professor at Eastern. "For example, she has the number one astronomy broadcast. She
has 100,000 people visiting her site
a month. Before this came on, there
would be no way she could communicate with 100,000 people."
Many people are starting to take
digital photographs of variable stars,

ERIN MATHENY ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Pamela Gay speaks about amateur astronomy during a lecture titled "The Once and Future Role of Citizen
Science: The Great Discoveries of Public Astronomers Across History" in the Phipps Lecture Hall of the Physical
Sciences Building on Thursday night.

stars that appear to change their
brightness and monitor changes to
them over time. Also, amateurs are
noticing changes to planets first and
are then posting in forums for professionals to see.
Gay said she has filled in a lot of
gaps in the night sky by discovering
several galaxy clusters.
"'This is what I love to do is to
go in and study things we know are
there, and look for things we don't
understand about them," she said.
Gay also mentioned several ways

for people to get involved with astronomy by either going outside and monitoring the sky, to just sitting inside
on the internet mapping out types
of galaxies. Galaxy Zoo, a Web site
that mapped 70 million galaxy types,
is having a new Web site called Galaxy Zoo 2, a project Gay is currently a
part of, is about to come online where
people will be able to continue to map
new galaxies.
Gay, the new media expert for the
International Year ofAstronomy, started the International Year of Astron-

omy events at Eastern. The physics
department is sponsoring 12 podcasts
during "365 Days of Astronomy: Daily Podcast of the IYA."
"At this point, 29 days into 365,
we only have eight days that haven't
been claimed from someone," she
said. "There is no one that is doing
more than 11 shows, and I think there
is only one person doing 11 shows. So
we literally have hundreds of voices."
Adam Lorek can be reached at
581 -7942 or a/larck@eiu.edu.

Student Supreme Court up and running
ByBOBBAJEK
Student Government Editor
After more than a decade of inactivity, the Student Supreme Court is
re-established and getting prepared to
maintain the organization in fumre
years.
Smdent Body President Levi Bulgar appointed seven justices to serve
on the court during the Nov. 12 and
Nov. 19 Smdent Senate meetings.
The justices for the court are Chief
Justice Jacob Griffin, and Associate
Justices John Hamilton, Jared Hausmann, Quentin E. Frazier Jr., Joy
Raines, Marsheda-Ma Stinson and
Nathanid Leitner.
Director of Campus Recreation
Ken Baker serves as the court's adviser.
Griffin said one of the challenges for the court is to reassert itself as
a viable smdent organization on campus.
"We are in a rebuilding mode
because the court hasn't met in years,"
Hamilton said. "We have to re-introduce it to the student body so students will know what it is, how to use
it and be comfortable to come to us if
they have a complaint or grievance."
Hamilton said the justices have
stagnated appointments, so all of
them would not be required to leave
at the same time.
Baker said he and the Student
Supreme Court appreciate Bulgar's
assistance to help get them started
again.

As part of Eastern's celebration of the International Year of
Astronomy, the observatory will
have an open house at 8 p.m.
today.
The observatory houses a 16inch telescope.
The observatory, located
southwest of the Campus Pond,
will be open for tours even if it's
cloudy.
For more information, call the
physics department at
581-3220.

News now gives
updates on Twitter

CAMPUS I STU D ENT GOVERN M ENT

Members discuss
group's function,
constitutional issues

Observatory open
for public to view sky

However, Baker said other ruling
courts have been in place before the
Student Supreme Court was re-established.
"Other judicial fi.mctions like
Grade Appeal and (Resident Assistants) and ultimatdy the Board of
Trustees were in place," Baker said.
The organization of the court
might change since the Commirtee
for Constitutional Oversight will be
reviewing the student constimtion,
particularly the judicial branch.
"I think with the current ambiguity and vagueness of the Smdent Constimtion as it stands now, there is a
lot of confi.JSion as to who has standing to bring a case to us," Griffin said.
"Once that is drafted and ratified, it
would be easier for fi.tture generations
to bring their cases to the court."
First, Baker said, a student files a
report to him as the court's adviser,
and then Baker presents the report to
the court within seven days.
Griffin explained the rest of the
hearing process.
"I would like both parties to write
a brief, so the justices will have time to
review the arguments before we question the parties," Griffin said. "I want
to let them present their cases for 30
minutes each, and then we wotdd
ddiberate for a week, and then write
our opinions and make a ruling."
To make filing a complaint or
grievance easier, the justices had
a meeting in December to have a
form for students to print out and
write their grievances on the Student
Supreme Court's Web site.
Griffin said the smdent judicial
organization is mn like the national
and state Supreme Courts. The Sm-

dent Supreme Court offers an opinion for the smdent body, not a ruling.
The case first goes through the
lower courts, like the Grade Appeal
and the Resident Assistants.
If the case is not resolved after
going through the lower courts on
campus, Griffin and the justices will
review the case if it's a smdent constitutional issue. Right now, the justices
are organizing a mock trial to bmsh
up on their skills.
"We talked about doing a mock
case or rwo so they would not have be
nervotiS and inefficient the first real
time," Hamilton said.
Baker said no precedence would
be set in a mock trial. For a real case,
Griffin said smdents are wdcome to
view like the U. S. Supreme Court.
Hamilton and Griffin gave their
oplllJon on recent constitutional issues. However, they emphasized
they could not make a ruling on these
issues outside a court heating.
Commenting on the resolution,
Injunction AgaiciSt Interference with
the Student Supreme Court, passed
Wednesday by the Student Senate,
Hamilton said he understood the legislation's rationale.
"Either the senators passed this
because they thought Bulgar crossed
the line or that he will in the fi.Iture,"
Hamilton said. "We are unaware if he
has done this."
Griffin said the resolution was a
restatement of the separation of powers listed in the student constitution.
The justices also commented on
a happening at the Residence Hall
Association's Jan. 15 meeting.
RHA President Justin Schuch
asked for a vote to suspend their

organization's
constitution
to
keep Sharmon Davis as secretary.
She served as an appointment for rwo
weeks to fill the vacant secretary seat.
At the meeting, Schuch said he
did this to keep Davis on board for
the semester without a vote. Schuch
could not be reached for further comment.
"StJSpending the constitution is an
injustice to the student body," Griffin
said. "It shouldn't be tolerated."
Hamilton was a president of rwo
organizations on camptiS and said he
did not conduct business that way. He
still went through the voting process
for propriety.
"Constinitions are written for the
day-to-day operations of an organization," Hamilton said. "When you step
outside that or suspend it for convenience, you are inviting a lot of problems. Every organization is predicated on its constitution. Once you start
a process of ad-hoc decision making
outside of the rules, it is an opportunity for complaints and grievances
and bad feelings from members of the
organization."
Hamilton said the RHA situation
is a case that could be reviewed by the
court if someone filed a complaint.
Baker said the court would not
interfere with organizations if they
were not in compliance with their
constimtions.
"It might be something we would
let the organizations have some time
to fix," Baker said. '1f they don't remedy it, then it becomes something we
could look into."
Bob Bajek can be reached at
581 -7942 or at rtbajek@eiu.edu..

The Daily Eastern News created
a Twitter account last week. Students and faculty with a Twitter
account can follow The DEN by
going to twitter.com/dennews.
The DEN's Twitter account will
be updated as stories break over
the course of the day and when
the Web site is updated at night.
For more information, e -mail
DENnews.com@gmail.com.

Annual Ice Bowl
gives to charity
Eastern's Disc Golf Club is hosting Charleston's second annual
Local lee Bowl on Saturday.
Registration begins at 8 a.m.
and ends at 9:30a.m.
The cost per person is $15 and
10 pounds of food. Proceeds will
go to the local food pantry.
Tee-off starts at 10 a.m. Lunch
will be at noon with the second
tee-off at 1:30 p.m. Games begin
at4 p.m.
For more information or to preregister, contact Ben at bgoeckner@eiu.edu or (21 7) 690-9669.

Booth Library hosts
'Wrapped in Pride'
The national traveling exhibition "Wrapped in Pride: Ghanaian Kente and African-American
Identity" stops at Eastern.
The exhibit looks at both the
art and symbolism of Kente
cloth in Ghana and the expression of identity in African-American communities.
It will be on display from Feb.
1 through March 10 in Booth
library.

Tickets on sale
for Heritage Banquet
Tickets can be purchased at
the Gateway Office, 2170 Blair
Hall, until noon on Feb. 4.
Adult tickets are $15, and
student tickets are $8.
The African-American Heritage
Banquet will begin with a 5 p.m.
social Feb. 6, in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
- Compiled by Associate News
Editor Emily Zulz

COMMENTS, CORRECTION S, OR
EVENTS
To report any errors, local events
or general suggestions for future
editions please contact our Editor in Chief, Kri stina Peters, via:
Phone 1581-7936,
E-mail I DENeic@gmail.com
Office vi sit 11811 Buzzard Hall
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STAFF EDITORIAL

MELISSA STURTEVANT

Society skews
self-image
Since I can remember, every girlfriend I have had has had
to compete with me in something. Whether it was school,
sports, board games or (the big one) boys, there has always
been some great competition that, in the end, ended up
being completely pointless.
In junior high, my two best friends and I always hung out
with the same group of guys, and we would always try to be
the one to wear one's watch at lunch, or say, "I'm cold," and
see if one of them would give us their sweat shirt. In high
school, it got worse. Not only were the old subjects of competition from junior high still there, but new ones were added. Boyfriends, weight and partying were all of a sudden
added to the equation. Not to mention the pressure from
myself, the honor students and my parents to make sure my
grades were good enough to get into college.
Most people say high school is some of the best years of
your life, but for me, they were some of the worst. Everything was about whether or not I could prove I was better than the girls in my group of friends, and in the end, I
would end up losing. I went through seven best friends (or
more) throughout the four years of high school. The competition wasn't just about looks (although it did play a very big
role). The need to do well in school and add extracurricular
activities to my list of accomplishments was also there.
It's no wonder that girls feel like they have to work to
prove themselves. Between beauty pageants like Miss America and super models being told that they are too skinny
when they already weigh II 0 pounds, the pressure to beat
your dad's ACT score and stay physically fit by dancing,
playing intramural sports and working out, I'm not surprised
at the amount of girls who don't feel that they are the best
they could be.
Out of curiosity, I went knocking on doors on my floor
and did a random survey of IO girls using tallies. My question was, "As a girl, have you ever felt you're not as good as
you should be, and if so, why?" Not one girl said no. Out of
the categories weight, academics and boys, eight said it was
all three. The others chose a combination of the three. N o
one chose "other."
If you ask me, there are way too many factors playing into
a girl's self-esteem. If people would stop having an unrealistic
Barbie-like view of what a girl's body needs to look like then
we wouldn't be annoyingly obsessive of our weight.
If teachers, parents and our peers would let us determine
our own goals in our academics, then we might be able to
have a more realistic academic goal instead of pulling allnighters.
And lastly, if not everything revolved around who kissed
the cutest guy and who has hooked up with who, we would
be able to find a guy who fits our own best interests instead
of society's norms. To all the girls who have ever felt less than
their best: You're not alone, do what you want to do and
look how you want to look. It will be worth it.

Melissa Sturtevant is a freshman journalism major. She can
be reached at 58 I -7942 or at D ENopinions@gmail.com.

Citizens of Illinois:
Time to clean up the state
Well, it's finally over.
One month after the drama began, the lllinois Senate voted
unanimously to remove Gov. Rod Blagojevich from office, ending six years of quite possibly the most cormpt gubernatorial
administration in the history of the state.
Illinois citizens can now breathe a sigh of relief knowing
Blagojevich is no longer misusing their taxes.
On the other hand, lllinois still has one enormous obstacle
to overcome if the state government is to be truly cleaned up.
If the citizens really want a cleanly run government, it's time
to tackle the lllinois General Assembly.
Granted, there are representatives and senators seated in the
General Assembly who tmly have the people's best interests at
heart, but it isn't IOO percent.
This is the same Illinois government that debated for
months on a state budget.
During that time, issues such as pay raises for the state legislanue were argued over while state workers suffered; some
didn't receive paychecks for days.
And what about those officials who once supported Blagojevich? Are their hands really that clean?
Shouldn't the people carefully examine these officials and
determine each one's agenda?
Absolutely.
The fact of the matter is the people of lllinois really screwed
up - twice.
Nobody, besides maybe Geraldo, will stand up and defend
Blagojevich for his actions and rightfully so: His abuse of executive power tmly is deplorable.
But the people put Blagojevich in that position twice.
The 2006 gubernatorial campaign stood as an example of
the coemption and underhanded, backstabbing politics that is
suffocating lllinois and cementing its name as the most corrupt

"Nobody, besides maybe Geraldo, will stand
up and defend Blagojevich for his actions and
rightfully so: His abuse of executive power
truly is deplorable."
state in the union, according to U.S. Attorney Patrick Fitzgerald.
On the Democrats' side, there was Blagojevich, labeled by
opponents as "the most investigated governor in history."
On the Republicans' side, there was Judy Baar Topinka, who
previously served under the former governor George Ryan,
who now resides in a federal institution in Terre H aute, Ind.
after a 2006 conviction for federal corruption. Sound familiar?
Ryan's term as governor, as well as his past misdeeds as Illinois secretary of state, made Blagojevich's actions look practically harmless.
Under Ryan, Topinka served as treasurer and was apparently
blissfully unaware of Ryan's past selling of state licenses, which
resulted in the deaths of six children in Wisconsin.
This needs to stop.
The people of Illinois deserve better than the greedy, corrupt
individuals who say they have the best interests at heart.
Don't just hold the governor to a high standard, but look at
the entire government. Root out the problem at its source.

EDITORIAL POLICY
The editorial is the majority opinion of The DEN editorial
board. Reach the opinions editor at: DENopinions@gmail.
com.

OTHER VIEWS ON THE NEWS
ONLINE BULLYING HURTS
SYRACUSE- So much for the saying, "Sticks and stones will break my
bones, but words will never hurt me."
They say people outgrow their teasing tendencies. If you were picked on in
elementary school, your parents told you
it's just a phase - bullies grow up. But
with advances in technology, online bullying seems to have stunted that moral
development. N ot only has bullying continued, it's gotten worse.

The Internet opened the floodgates to
anonymous, non-punishable bullying.
The mother of gossip Web sites - JuicyCampus.com - prizes itself on anonymous posts by, for and about college students, with its tagline: "Cmon, give us
the juice."
The content ofJuicy Campus is neither constructive nor important in mankind's progression. Anonymity - when
it's not for the safety of witnesses or construction - prevents people from being
held accountable for their actions.

Letters to the editor can be submitted at any time on any topic to
the Opinions Editor to be published in The Daily Eastern News.
The DEN's policy is to run all letters that are not libelous or potentially
harmful. They must be less than 250 words.

"When (bullying) is anonymous,
things go off the rails," said Leonard
Newman, a Syracuse University psychology professor. A post on Juicy Campus
overtly expresses the site's pull:
"People don't come to JuicyCampus to giggle over gossip - they come to
spread hate and damage people's reputations before the largest possible audience. It's just the nature of internet anonymity."
Heather Mayer
Daily Orange

Letters to the editor can be brought in with identification to The DEN
at 1811 Buzzard Hall.
Letters may also be submitted electronically from the author's EIU
e-mail address to DENopinions@gmail.com.
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>> Biology

>> Competition

FROM PAGE 1

FROM PAGE 1

Amlaner served as chair of the
ecology and organismal biology
department at Indiana State. Roberts
was associate director of life sciences
for a year. Spicer is the faculty director of the conservation genetics lab
at San Francisco State. Schulte is the
director of his college's undergraduate research at Georgia Southern.
"Each gentleman had a different
set of experiences that they brought,"
Hoadley said.
The search committee was formed
after former biology chair Andy
Methven announced in February
2008 he would resign.
Methven intended to continue
as chair until June 30, but opted to
participate in a research project this
semester. Methven ceased his duties
as biology chair on Dec. 31. Hanner appointed Godson Obia, associate dean of the College of Sciences, to be interim biology chair until
June 30.
The new chair will most likely
start his duties on July 1.
Hoadley said the committee
weighed a variety of factors to narrow
the 26 applicants to four. The committee examined the background of
the individual and the area he or she
specializes in the biological sciences
field, Hoadley said.
After the list was cut, the committee analyzed how the final applicants
interacted with faculty and administrators during their on-campus interviews, she said.
"1he committee has been a very
highly functioning group," Hoadley
said. "They worked very well together. 1hey were very cooperative."
Along with Hoadley, five biology
faculty members comprised the committee. Jeff Laursen, Janice Coons,
Karen Gaines, Kip McGilliard and
Gordon Tucker analyzed and discussed the 26 applicants.
"Each person brought his or her
opinion to the table," Hoadley said.
''1here was a lot of very good conversation. I think all viewpoints were
heard."

"As long as I feel I'm getting
a message across, I will keep
doing this," he said. "I don't
treat this as a competition, and
I'm not going to go up there
and talk about money and pretend the world isn't turning."
He said that hip-hop is sending
a real message.
Joe Glass, a senior elementary education major, went up as
a Christian rapper.
"When I got up on stage, I
was finding a way to channel
my message to the audience,"
Glass said. " I'm a Christian, and
I wanted to show another side
of my personality."
He said this was the first time
being on stage without his family to support him.
ALYCIA ROCKEY ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
"I had a fun time and was
able to let my light shine," he Freshman Brandon Woods preforms at "So You Think You Can Rap" in the
Grand Ballroom at Martin Luther King Jr. University Union on Thursday.
said.
Scott Erikson or "Renegade,"
Jay-Z dedication and the second
a junior sports management
Jared Chuck, a freshman biolmajor, said he thought everyone was called " Drink 'til I drop."
ogy major, or " Ziggy" said he was
" It's my life to do music, so kind of out of his element, but he
did good and didn't know how he
was going to do since he had nev- when I get up there, I'm just wanted to try something new.
"The more I practice, the beter done anything like this before, being me," he said.
but enjoyed being up there.
Osiris Johnson, a freshman ter I get," Chuck said.
Michael Hattimore or " Myke- psychology major, said he feels
He performed two songs called
Myke," a junior political science more comfortable on stage than " I Sold My Soul" and "What
Would I be Without My Music?"
major, said his first song was a in regular everyday life.

Stephen Oi Benedetto can be reached
at 581 -7942 or at sdibenedetto@eiu.edu.

>> Safety
FROM PAGE 1
Nadler presented faculty with ways to keep
their classrooms safe during a faculty development session Thursday afternoon.
He gave an overview of what faculty should do
in the event of an active shooter on campus.
Locking and barricading the door with a chair
and a desk, and turning the lights off would help
keep a shooter from entering the room.
Students should move to the back of the
room, and phones should be put on silent so if
the shooter does walk by, the classroom would
look empty.
University Police Chief Adam Due said with
an active shooter, little is known.
"If you secure the door, call and get the information to us," Due said.
He said police would be entering the building

1ng a

and information would be helpfi.•L
"You don't know if they are after just one person or more," Due said.
When exiting the building, sn.dents and faculty should be aware of police officers on the scene.
'1f you are in a building and you are coming
out, do what officers tell you," Due said.
Nadler said active shooter incidents are usually short, with the shooter usually committing suicide.
"When people arrived at NIU, the damage
had already been done," he said.
Nadler also suggested closing and locking
classroom doors when class is in session.
Besides an active shooter, Nadler informed
faculty of other potential emergencies within the
classroom, which could include a bomb threat,
fire or explosion, hostage sin.ation, earthquake,
weather, suicide threat and suspicious package.
In the event of an emergency, Eastern can
communicate with students, faculty and staff

Heather Holm can be reached at
581 -7942orhaholm@eiu.edu.

through a public address system installed in many
of the residence halls, sirens from campus emergency sirens, an emergency e-mail and the emergency text message system, Alert EIU.
Nadler said the university could now stop traffic in the e-mail system to get the emergency messages out quicker.
1he text message system would be used only
at the highest emergency levels, such as an active
shooter on campus, he said.
Nadler also presented warning signals students
might exhibit if they are in distress.
Distressed students could become disruptive
or threaten the safety of the classroom.
Anxiety, bursts of anger, alcohol and drug
abuse, poor academic performance, attendance
problems and a significant change in hygiene
were mentioned.
Matt Hopf can be reached at 581 -7942 or at
mthop(@eiu.edu.

gro ups o n cam p us:
$ 3. 75

Come get your group p ic ture taken!
No appoin tment
necessary
and it's free!

There were three judges.
Student Body President Levi
Bulgar was one of the judges and
said it was important the performers had confidence and stage
presence along with being able
to command the attention of the
audience.
"We have over 250 people
coming in and out," said Lauren
Phillips, the main stage coordinator for University Board. "One
of my favorite performers was
Myke- Myke. I've seen him grow
over the year at the Open Mic
nights."
Fourteen contestants
performed and each person had a
limit of only two songs within an
eight-minute time slot.
This contest was a free-style
rap battle like the end of the
movie "8 Mile."
The winner of the contest gets
a portfolio, a recording session
and a photo shoot along with 50
CDs to hand out. The winner
will also be featured as the main
coffeehouse act and get an hour
to perform at an Open Mic night
in the 7 th Street Underground
along with a chance to record
his or her songs at producer Jim
Thompson's studio in Charleston.

TUesd ay, Feb. 3
5 to 8p.m.
Paris Hoom , MLK Union
Thursd ay, Feb. 5
5 to 8p.m.
Effingh am Ho om, MLK Union

Photos w ill appear
In the 2009 warbler yearbook.
For more Information contact
Emily Steele
at warbler@elu.edu

$2,00 Juttery Nipples

TUesd ay, Ft~b. I o
5 to 8p.m.
M artinsville Hoom , MLK Union

Looking for a Place ALL to
Yourself?
Unique Properties Has the Place
For YOU!
2409 8th Street-NEW- "Forest
Ridge Meadows"
1304 4th St. A & B Duplexes
1429 7th Street- "Ce ntury Crossing"
1617 9th Street- "Panther Heights"

Fully Furnished, Reasonable
Pricing and FREE TANNING!
Unique Properties
(21.7)345-5022

www.unique-properties.net

Zoos
6- Margaritas
$.f,50 Red Jull
6- Vodka Uoubles

Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union

L Bowling Lanes A
•

and Billiards Center

~

Eastern Illinois University

Regular Hours
Mon -Thurs ..... 9am-11pm
Fri-Sat.. ...Noon-Midnight
Sunday........... 1 pm-11 pm

217.581.7457

Fri & Sat••• 8:30pm-Midnight
$2.25 per Game
$1.00 Shoe Rental
,\tl;utin Luther King,Jr. ....

Universitv Union

~- ~

Lower Level, West Wing, MLK Jr. University Union
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First ever diversity week to be held in April
Unity comes to Eastern through RSO
events for students, public to attend
By TIM DILSAVER
Staff Reporter
Unity is a theme that has received national attention with
the recent presidential election and Eastern wants to take part
in the movement.
The Residence Hall Association held its weekly meeting at
5 p.m. Thursday to discuss new information and upcoming
events.
The RHA has decided to start Eastern's first campus-wide
diversity week. The Social Justice and Diversity week will aim
to bring together many of Eastern's student groups and organizations.
"Our goal is for our campus to come together and realize
we are diverse," said Karla Browning, programming and diversity coordinator of the RHA
The event will be sponsored by the RHA and is scheduled

0ur goal is for our campus to
come together and realize we are
diverse:'
11

-Karla Browning, programming and
directing diversity coordinator of RHA
for Monday April 20 through Friday April 24.
Each day of the week will have a Registered Smdent Organization hold an event that students and the public can attend.
Programs will include lectures, seminars and incorporating
Earth Day into the festivities.
"Any organization can participate in helping us unite as
many people as possible on EIU's campus," Browning said.
RHA is confident in its new diversity program.
"Karla has some great ideas, and I believe that the Social
Justice and Diversity Week will be a great program," said Bryn

STATE I PROJECTS

Rich, vice president of RHA. "It has the potential to become
an annual EIU event."
The RSOs are encouraged to contact Browning or the RHA
for any questions or fi.1rther information about the event.
Browning can be reached at kmbrowning@eiu.edu.
Eastern's RHA is also planning on submitting its bid for
School of the Year Award. The award recognizes the best RHA
at lllinois colleges or universities.
Eastern's 40-page bid highlights all the charitable programs,
sponsored events and other activities RHA has been involved
in for the last year.
The bid will be presented at the lllinois Residence H all
Association's annual conference, taking place in February. Eastern received the award during last year's conference, and RHA
President Justin Schuch thinks history will repeat itself.
"We have spent hours and hours putting the bid together,
and I think we have a great chance to bring home the award
for the second year in a row," Schuch said. "It would be a great
honor."
17m Dilsaver can be reached at 581 -7942 or at gdilsaver@eiu.edu.

STATE I GOVERN MENT

New pitch made for FutureGen Blagojevich successor
The Associated Press
ST. LOUIS - U.S. senators from
Illinois and elsewhere in the Midwest
again urged the nation's new energy
chief Thursday to revive stalled plans
for an experimental, coal-fired power plant in Illinois, stressing the project's potential as virtually emissions
free.
In a letter Thursday to Energy Secretary Steven Chu, Sen. Dick
Durbin and five Midwest colleagues
pressed for the department to release
a "record of decision," essentially its
final stamp of approval, that the site
selected for the project - Mattoon passes environmental muster.
Such a notation apparently is
a prerequisite to the department's
ever doling out any taxpayer fi.mds
for FutureGen and, according to
Durbin, "is the first step toward putting the FutureGen project back on
track to move forward."
With the record of decision,
Durbin said, the department can
negotiate a final contract with
FutureGen developers,
moving
toward construction of the plant
that would burn coal for power but
store emissions of the greenhouse gas

carbon dioxide underground.
"FutureGen is our country's best
hope for building and operating a
near-zero-elnission, coal-fired power
plant," Thursday's letter read, signed
by Democratic Sen. Roland Burris
of lllinois, Missouri Sens. Kit Bond
and Claire McCaskill, and Ohio
Sens. Sherrod Brown and George
Voinovich.
A spokesman for the Energy Department told The Associated Press on Thursday he would look
into the matter.
FunueGen's developers - a consortium of big energy and utility
companies - picked Mattoon in eastern Illinois over other sites, including rwo in Texas, in December 2007.
But the Energy Department pulled
its support for the project a year ago,
blaming costs that had ballooned to
$1.8 billion, nearly double the price
tag when then-President Bush first
laid out the project in 2003.
Durbin and others have publicly
suspected the Energy Department's
walking away from the project was
based on politics, noting that two of
the finalist sites were in Bush's home
state.
Durbin and other members of

lllinois' congressional delegation
made their case about FutureGen
with Chu on Jan. 7, with Durbin
convinced afterward that Chu known as a critic of coal - was openminded about the project.
In a 2007 speech, Chu, a Nobel
Prize-winning
physicist,
called
coal "my worst nightmare" and has
expressed skepticism about carboncapture technology.
But he appeared friendlier to coal
during his Senate confirmation hearings earlier this month, promising
that he aggressively will pursue policies aimed at addressing climate
change and achieving greater energy
independence by developing clean
energy sources.
Chu told lawmakers then that he
views nuclear power and coal as critical parts of the nation's energy mix
and said he was optimistic that ways
can be found to make coal a cleaner energy source by capturing its carbon dioxide emissions.
While successfi.•lly campaigning for the White House last year,
Obama said he wants to build five
plants using carbon-capture technology, and he supported FutureGen
when he was an Illinois senator.

controls stimulus funds
The Associated Press
WAS HINGTON- N ew Illinois Gov. Pat Quinn will have
control over billions of dollars in
state aid from President Barack
Obama's economic recovery plan
after all - now that Rod Blagojevich has been kicked out of
office.
A provision in the House
stimulus bill would have blocked
Blagojevich from exercising any
control over the money due the
state.
Instead, it would have been
under the control of the legislature.
Now,
with
Blagojevich
removed from office on Thursday by the state Senate, his successor Quinn can determine how
the money is used.
The idea behind the provision
was to make sure Blagojevich impeached on charges of abuse
of power after federal prosecutors accused him of trying to sell
Obama's vacated Senate seat -

11

We must ensure

the governor is
not allowed to use
these funds to give
himself or others a
parting gift:'
-

Rep. Mark Kirk, R-Ill.

couldn't have used the money to
enrich himself or his associates.
Illinois stands to gain about $1
billion just for road projects to be
contracted across the state.
"We must ensure the governor
is not allowed to use these funds
to give himself or others a parting
gift," said Rep. Mark Kirk, R-lll.,
who engineered the anti-Blagojevich language.

otd ,.z,IJ...
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want FIVE BUCK MOVIES?
u• TODAY AT www.tivebuckclub.net

SIGN

BUY TICKETS ONUNE AT FANDANGO.COM

No stairs to clim.b!!!
Lay down and stand up tanning beds.
FREE cable, internet & water.
Up to $200 electric allowance.
Pets Welcome!!!

Club house with game room and fitness room.
Free shuttle !!!
Basketball & Volleyball courts.
Rent deferral program!
Full size washer, dryer and
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NATION I LEGISLATI ON

WORLD BRIEFS

Obama signs his first bill on equal pay
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON Declaring that ending
pay disparity is not just a women's issue, President
Barack Obama signed legislation Thursday that
gives workers more time to take their pay discrimination cases to court.
Lilly Ledbetter, the Alabama woman whose story
was the impetus behind the new law, stood alongside Obama as he signed the first bill of his presidency. Also in the East Room of the White House
were labor, women's, civil rights advocates and
members of Congress for whom the bill was a priority.
"Equal pay is by no means just a women's issue,
it's a family issue," Obama said. "And in this economy, when so many folks are already working harder
for less and struggling to get by, the last thing they
can afford is losing part of each month's paycheck
to simple and plain discrimination."
The Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act effectively nullifies a 2007 Supreme Court decision that denied
Ledbetter an oppornmity for redress.
Ledbetter, 70, has said she did not learn about
the sizable discrepancy in pay berween her and her
male co-workers until near the end of her 19-year
career at a Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. plant in
Gadsden, Ala. She sued, but the high court said in
a 5-4 decision that she missed her chance to bring

"Equal pay is by no means
just a women's issue, it's a
family issue:'
- President Barack Obama

the action.
The court said a person must file a discrimination claim within 180 days of a company's initial
decision to pay a worker less than another doing the
same job.
Under the new law, each new discriminatory
paycheck would extend the stanne oflimitations for
an additional 180 days. That was the interpretation
before the Supreme Court was asked to step in.
First lady Michelle Obama held a separate reception with Ledbetter in the State Dining Room
just down the red-carpeted hallway from the earlier event. "She knew unfairness when she saw it,
and was willing to do something about it because it
was the right thing to do - plain and simple," Mrs.
Obamasaid.
Ledbetter, who won't benefit from the legislation,
said the richest reward is that the nation's daughters

and granddaughters will have a better deal.
"That's what makes this fight worth fighting,"
Ledbetter said. "That's what made this fight one we
had to win."
The Bush White House and Senate Republicans blocked the bill in the last session of Congress.
But Obama strongly supported it - he talked often
about Ledbetter during the presidential campaign and the Democratic-controlled Congress made it a
priority in its opening weeks.
Opponents contended the bill would gut the
statute of limitations and benefit trial lawyers by
encouraging lawsuits. They also argued that employees could wait to file claims in hopes of reaping larger damage awards.
Supporters said the bill does not change current
law limiting back-pay awards to rwo years, so there
would be no incentive to wait to file a claim.
Obama cited Census Bureau figures that show
women still earn about 7 8 cents for every dollar
men get for doing equivalent jobs, and it's even less
for women of color.
He said Ledbetter lost more than $200,000 in
salary, and even more in pension and Social Security benefits.
The bill, which amends the 1964 Civil Rights
Act, also applies to discrimination based on factors
such as race, religion, national origin, disability or
age.

NATION I SECURITY

Homeland secretary wants criminal aliens out of U.S.
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - If you're a
criminal and you're not entitled to
be in the United States, H omeland
Security Secretary Janet Napolitano
wants you out of the country.
Napolitano wants what she
calls "criminal aliens" off American streets. She is looking at existing immigration enforcement programs to see if taxpayers are getting
the most bang for their buck.

"That sounds very simple, but it's
historically not been done," Napolitano said, speaking to reporters and
senior Immigration and Customs
Enforcement officials Thursday.
About 113,000 criminals who
were in the U.S. illegally were
deported last year, Immigration and
Customs Enforcement said. The
agency estimates there are now as
many as 450,000 criminals in federal, state and local detention centers
who are in the country illegally.
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Napolitano said she wants to
improve data-sharing among local,
state and federal facilities. So far,
there are jails in 26 counties across
the country with computer systems
that can talk instantly with immigration systems.
The goal, Napolitano said, is
for federal immigration officials to
know whether an inmate is in the
country illegally immediately after
he is processed into a detention
facility. After the criminal serves his

or her sentence, immigration officials can be ready to deport that person right away.
ICE spokesman Richard Rocha
said the agency plans to expand this
connectivity to all state and local
detention centers over the next four
years.
Napolitano, whose job includes
overseeing immigration laws, says
she also will go after criminal n•gitives who are in the country illegally.

The Associated Press

Arctic's thaw brings
security risks for NATO
REYKJAVIK, Iceland - NATO
will need a military presence in
t he Arctic as global warming
melts frozen sea routes and
major powers rush to lay claim
to lucrative energy reserves,
t he military bloc's chief said
Thursday.
NATO commanders and
lawmakers meeting in Iceland's
capital said the Arctic t haw is
bringing t he prospect of new
standoffs between powerful
nations.
The opening up of Arctic sea
routes once navigable only
by icebreakers threatens to
complicate delicate relations
between countries with
competing claims to Arctic
territory - particularly as
exploration for oil and natural
gas becomes possible in once
inaccessible areas.

Zimbabwe government
to deal in currencies
HARARE, Zimbabwe
- Zimbabwe's government
admitted defeat Thursday in a
fight against dizzying inflation,
allowing business to be done in
U.S. dollars and bank notes of
neighboring countries.
Zimbabwe has the world's
highest official inflation, with
its currency now printed in the
trillions of dollars.
This month, the central bank
introduced a new 100 trillion
Zimbabwe dollar note.
State control of foreign currency
has allowed a ruling clique to
enrich themselves by buying U.S.
dollars at lower government rates
and selling them at the much
higher black market rate.
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EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEKEND
SPECIALS: Coors Light 24 Bottles
$16.99, Natural 30pks $12.99, Key
Light 30pk $12.99. Santa Cruz
Rum Liters $8.49. Evan Williams
750mL $9.99. Fast, Friendly, Drivethru Service. Located 18th Street at
Jackson Avenue. KEGS IN STOCK.
345-5722.
________________________ 1/30

QMRP Case-Manager.
B.A./B S.
human service degree. FT working
with DD Adults w/in the community.
Detailed,
motivated,
strong
documentation and programmatic
skills. Apply online www.graywood.
org or 1380 Beechtree Rd Charleston
IL, 61920.
________________________ 1/30
Special Event Coordinator/Public
Relations (FT). Creative, Professional
and Goal Oriented.
Excellent
Interpersonal and Communication
Skills Sales & Graphic Design
Experience a plus. Apply online www.
graywood.org or 1380 Beechtree Rd
Charleston IL, 61920.
________________________ 1/30
! Bartending! Up to $250/day.
No experience necessary, training
provided. 1-800-965-6520, ext. 239
__________________________5/4
Early Bird needed. 5a.m.- 8a.m. Must
be responsible and have valid driver’s
license. Apply at 1802 Buzzard Hall.
__________________________ 00

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
for Campus View Suites. Fully
furnished, W/D, 48-inch TV, free
cable, parking, and much more.
Megan (773)319-6831.
__________________________2/5
3rd female to share 3 bedroom
apartment ‘09-’10 school year. Nonsmoker, 2 full baths, W/D, C/A, DW,
internet/cable, new carpet, 2 blocks
from campus.
$435/month all
inclusive price. Call (630) 864-8878.
__________________________2/6

09/10 School year. Newly remodeled
5 bedroom, 3 bath at 1837 11th St.
Close to Campus Decorated for group
of 5 females. $250.00 per month 10
month lease. NO pets. Please call
217-728-7426
________________________ 1/30
FOR RENT FALL 2009. NEWLY
REMODELED 3-5 BEDROOM
HOUSES NEAR CAMPUS. CALL
708-774-0451.
________________________ 1/30
Available 2009-2010 one, two,
and three bedroom, fully furnished
apartments and duplex. Skylights,
wooden flooring, full size beds, pc
work stations. Lincoln Street and
Division Street locations. For tours or
additional information call 348-0157
________________________ 1/30
Prefer female sub-lessor wanted for
2 BR apartment. $205/mo rent plus
utilities. ASAP-May 09. Call 618-3177646
________________________ 1/31
CUTE 2 BD HOUSE AT 1617
12TH STREET. $350 PER PERSON,
FURNISHED FREE UPON REQUEST.
D/W, W/D. TRASH AND LAWN
CARE INCLUDED. CALL 345-6210
OR VIEW EIPROPS.COM
________________________ 1/31
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NICE 2 BD APT AT 9TH/TAFT, FREE
W/D IN EACH UNIT, FURNISHED
FREE UPON REQUEST. $350 PER
PERSON, GARBAGE INCLUDED.
CALL 345-6210 OR VIEW EIPROPS.
COM
________________________ 1/31
NICE 5 BD 2 BATH HOUSE JUST
WEST OF THE REC, 202 W. GRANT.
W/D, TRASH, SCREENED PORCH
AND FURNITURE INCLUDED
FOR $375 PER PERSON. FOR A
VIEWING CALL 345-6210 OR
EIPROPS.COM
________________________ 1/31
NICE 3 BD 2 BATH APT JUST WEST
OF THE REC, 204 W GRANT, W/D,
GAS, ELEC, WATER, TRASH AND
FURNITURE INCLUDED FOR $435
PER PERSON. FOR A VIEWING
CALL 345-6210 OR EIPROPS.COM
________________________ 1/31
NICE 3 BD HOUSE AT 1714 12TH.
GARBAGE AND LAWN CARE
INCLUDED. CALL 345-6210 OR
VIEW AT EIPROPS.COM
________________________ 1/31
LARE 8 BD/3 BATH HOUSE. MUST
SEE!! CLOSE TO THE STADIUM
AND REC CENTER. FURNISHED,
GARBAGE INCLUDED. CALL 3456210 OR VIEW AT EIPROPS.COM
________________________ 1/31
Available immediately. Nice one
bedroom off-campus apartment. A/
C, garbage pickup included. 217840-6427
_________________________ 2/2
2 BR money savers @ $275-300/
person. CABLE & INTERNET INCL.
Don’t miss it. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_________________________ 2/2
2 & 3 BR houses 1 block to Lantz/
O’Brien. Washer/dryer, A/C. 3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
_________________________ 2/2
One person apts. Most include Cable,
Internet All shapes, sizes, prices. 3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
_________________________ 2/2
www.woodrentals.com, 345-4489,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
_________________________ 2/2
3 BR. 2.5 Bath Townhouse New
Construction. Must See!! call 24 hrs.
630-505-8374
_________________________ 2/3
2 Bedroom apt. w/ garage, $450 per
month. 217-259-6605
_________________________ 2/3
Female
sub-lessor
needed
immediately! Room in 3 bedroom
duplex. Friendly roommates. W/D
& all utilities included for $300/mo.
Call 630-947-5423
_________________________ 2/5
House Fall 2009. 3 Bedroom 2 Bath.
Close to Campus. $250/person.
(217)549-0319.
__________________________2/6
2 BR, 2 BATH APTS. 1026 EDGAR
DR. TWO BR HOUSES $295/per/
person 217-549-4074.
__________________________2/6
Brittany Ridge Townhouse: Fall 0910. 3 people, dishwasher, w/d, $275/
mo. Includes trash. reduced rate for
spring 09. (708) 254-0455
__________________________2/6
Fall ‘09 Reasonable Rent.
1-5
bedroom, W/D, water and trash
included. Close to campus 3453919, 508-4203 leave message.
________________________ 2/11
NOW LEASING FOR 09-10
SCHOOL YEAR 3 BEDROOM 1

BATH DUPLEX LOCATED AT 1703
11TH STREET FULLY FURNISHED
AND PRIVATE LAUNDRY! CALL
TODAY (217)345-5022 WWW.
UNIQUE-PROPERTIES.NET
________________________ 2/27
NOW LEASING FOR 09-10
SCHOOL YEAR! 1,2,AND 3
BEDROOM FULLY FURNISHED
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE AT
GREAT
LOCATIONS!
CALL
TODAY TO SEE! UNIQUE HOMES
PROPERTIES (217) 345-5022 WWW.
UNIQUE-PROPERTIES.NET
________________________ 2/27
NEED ROOMMATES? UNIQUE
PROPERTIES
IS
LOOKING
FOR ROOMMATES TO FILL
BEDROOMS IN SEVERAL OF OUR
LOCATIONS. ALL VERY CLOSE
TO CAMPUS, FULLY FURNISHED
AND REDUCED RATES. CALL
(217) 345-5022 WWW.UNIQUEPROPERTIES.NET
________________________ 2/27
APARTMENTS TO RENT FOR
SPRING ‘09! LOCATED RIGHT NEXT
TO CAMPUS, FULLY FURNISHED
AND SPACIOUS FLOOR PLANS.
UNIQUE HOMES PROPERTIES
(217) 345-5022 WWW.UNIQUEPROPERTIES.NET
________________________ 2/27
NOWLEASINGFOR09-10SCGOOL
YEAR! UNIQUE PROPERTIES 1
BEDROOM DUPLEXES LOCATED
AT 1304 4TH ST. A & B. GREAT
LOCATION! CALL TODAY TO SEE!
(217)345-5022 WWW.UNIQUEPROPERTIES.NET
________________________ 2/27
NOW LEASING FOR 09/10
SCHOOL YEAR. Large 5 bdrm
house at 1109 4th Street. Washer/
dryer & garbage included. 10 Mo
lease, $260 per student. Call 3456257.
__________________________00
One bedroom available in four
bedroom apt. $350/mo, trash pd.
217-348-7746
__________________________00
VILLAGE RENTALS: 2009-2010
Rentals 1 & 2 BR apts. Water and
trash included. 3 BR houses, trash
included. Pets welcome, with pet
deposit. Close to campus. Call 217345-2516 for an appointment.
__________________________00
HOUSES FOR 4 TO 6 GIRLS JUST
SOUTH OF ARBY’S ON 3RD
STREET. CALL FOR SPECIAL RATES
AND GIFT CARD REBATES 10
AND 11 AND A HALF MO LEASES.
345-5048
__________________________00
EXTRA LARGE 1 BD APT VERY
CLOSE TO CAMPUS RENT
INCLUDES ELECTRIC WATER
INTERNET CABLE & TRASH PET
FRIENDLY 273-2048
__________________________00
AVAILABLE JUNE 09: 1 BD. Apt.
Off Campus Nice Size, Quiet
Neighborhood Pets Allowed. 217840-6427
__________________________00
Available now! Great location! 1
bedroom apt. and efficiency at 959
6th St. No pets. 345-3951
__________________________00
Brittany Ridge Townhouse; ‘09-10
school year; 3 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath,
W/D, D/W, walking distance to EIU;
$750 a month. Call 217-508-8035.
__________________________00
Nice 5 bedroom house 2 bath.
Appliances include dishwasher,
washer, dryer, stove, fridge, central

air. Close to campus. Includes
garbage, mowing, patio. 345-6967
__________________________00
Nice, Large 4 bedroom apartment.
1/2 block to campus. Includes
garbage. 345-6967
__________________________00
Nice 3 bedroom house. All
appliances including dishwasher,
washer, dryer. Deck, mowing, trash
included. 345-6967
__________________________00
Now renting for fall 2009. 4
bedroom and 1 bedroom houses.
Within walking distance to campus.
Call 345-2467.
__________________________00
Available Jan 09. Nice 2BR apt w/
stove, refrig, microwave, Laundry
Room in complex, Trash pd.
$250/$425 mo. 1305 18th street.
www.CharlestonIL.Apts.com
__________________________00
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES
for 3-5 persons, unbeatable floorplan, 3&4 bedroom, 2 1/2 baths,
deck, central air, washer, dryer,
dishwasher. Free trash and parking,
low utility bills, local responsive
landlord. Starting @ $200/person.
Available July 2009, Lease length
negotiable 217-246-3083
__________________________00
2009-10: 6BD/2.5 bath house
at 1525 1st St.( 1/2 block from
Lantz) call 345-3148 or visit www.
pantherpads.com for details.
__________________________00
Close to campus. 3-4 BR house for
rent 2009-2010. Washer/Drier, A/C
w/ heat pump, new carpet, 10-12
month lease, $315 per person. 217549-5402
__________________________00
3 & 4 Bedroom 2 Bath Apts. with
Brand NEW Furniture! W/D and
Dishwashers included! $350 per
person. 217-345-6100
www.
jbapartments.com
__________________________00
SUMMER/FALL ‘09: 1, 2, & 4
BR Apts., numerous locations.
Appliances
included.
$250$495/MO. Ph. 348-7746. www.
CharlestonILApts.com
__________________________00
2 BR furnished apt, trash & water
included. $265/mon. AND 4 BR
Townhouses, 2 1/2 bath, W/D. Trash
included. 348-5427or 549-1957
__________________________00
NOW RENTING FALL ‘09. EARLY
BIRD SPECIALS. Brittany Ridge
Townhouses,
3-4
bedrooms.
Refrigerator, stove, water, trash,
central air. 234-7368
__________________________ 00
EIU Students, we have the place for
you at 1812 9th St. We only have 3
& 4 BR apartments left. They are fully
furnished and updated. Parking and
trash included, laundry on premises,
and dusk-to-dawn security lighting.
Locally owned for 14 years. Please
call to schedule a showing. 3480673, leave a message.
__________________________ 00
3 & 4 Bedroom, 2 Bath Apts. We
have the BEST for LESS! W/D and
Dishwashers included! $325 per
person. 217-345-6100
www.
jbapartments.com
__________________________ 00
For Rent: 5 and 6 bedroom houses
one block off campus on 7th St. 4
bedroom apartment and studios
available. Call 217-728-8709.
__________________________ 00
For lease: 09-10. 2 and 4 Bedroom

homes. Complete viewing at blhi.org
or 217-273-0675
__________________________ 00
We Have the Unit for You! Royal
Heights 1509 S. 2nd 3br/1.5ba
Glenwood 1905 12th 1,2br Pd
water/int/cable Lynn-Ro 1201 Arthur
1,2,3br w/d in all units. Stop by office
at 1509 S. 2nd or call 345-0936
lsrozek@aol.com
__________________________ 00
YOU CAN’T GET ANY CLOSER!
Park Place Apartment is renting
for Fall 2009. 1,2 and 3 bedroom
furnished apartment. We have the
size and price to fit your needs. Stop
by 715 Grant Ave, #101 or call 3481479 ParkPlaceMgmt@aol.com
__________________________ 00
EXCELLENT
LOCATIONS1
bedroom apartments available
August 2009. www.ppwrentals.com
348-8249
__________________________ 00
WWW.CHUCKTOWNRENTALS.
COM
__________________________ 00
FOR 2009-2010: VERY NICE 1,
2, 3, 4, 6, 7, AND 8 BR HOUSES
AND
TOWNHOUSES.
ALL
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS. FOR
MORE INFORMATION, CALL 217493-7559, OR VISIT US AT www.
myeiuhome.com.
__________________________ 00
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES
NOW
SHOWING
20092010 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS,
DUPLEXES,
HOUSES. VIEW PROPERTIES AT
WWW.EIPROPS.COM OR CALL
217-345-6210.
__________________________ 00
WWW.JBAPARTMENTS.COM
__________________________ 00
2 or 3 BR. SHORT WALK TO
CAMPUS $250 PER/PERSON. 3 BR.
AWAY FROM CAMPUS. BOTH
WITH APPLIANCES, W/D. TRASH.
PHONE 345-7244, 649-0651
__________________________ 00
FOR RENT: One, Two, and Three
Bedroom Apartments, two blocks
from Old Main, starting at $350/MO.
217-549-1060
__________________________ 00
1 Bedroom House across from
Buzzard. All New! Great for Couple!
1921 9th St. $550/600 per month.
www.jensenrentals.com 345-6100
__________________________ 00
Available Jan 1st. 1 BR apt. Water
and trash included, off street parking.
Buchanan St. apts. 345-1266
__________________________ 00
AVAILABLE
SPRING
2009,
DISCOUNTED RENT! Nice 3
bedroom house, CA, W/D, bar, offstreet parking. Call 217-202-4456
__________________________ 00
YOU’VE SEEN THE REST, NOW
TRY THE BEST!!!! Campus Pointe
Apartments offers 2 and 3 bedrooms
with individual leases AND roommate
matching. Our rent includes CABLE,
HI-SPEED INTERNET, WATER,
SEWER, AND TRASH. Plus, we give
you $60-$75 toward your monthly

1

P
2

electric bill!!! . . . AND THAT’S NOT
ALL! We have a 24-hour clubhouse
that offers a tanning bed, fitness center,
game room, and computer lab with
unlimited printing. CALL 345-6001 or
visit www.apartmentseiu.com today!
__________________________ 00
LOOKING FOR A BARGAIN?
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES:
3-4 bedroom, $200 p/p. Refrigerator,
stove, water, trash, central air. 2347368
__________________________ 00
WWW JENSENRENTALS.COM
__________________________ 00
OLDETOWNE
APARTMENTS:
1, 2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM. 345-6533
__________________________ 00
University Village: 4 bedroom houses,
$450/per person. All utilities included.
345-1400
__________________________ 00
FALL 09-10: 1, 2 & 3 BR. APTS.
WATER & TRASH INCLUDED.
PLENTY OF OFF-STREET PARKING.
BUCHANAN ST. APTS. CALL 3451266.
__________________________ 00
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash and
parking included. Great location. Call
217-345-2363.
__________________________ 00
FALL ‘09 QUALITY/CONVENIENCE.
2 & 3 bedroom apartments. Washer
& Dryer included. 1-2 blocks from
campus. (217)493-7559
www.
myeiuhome.com
__________________________ 00
Close to campus: 3 bedroom house
avail. 2008-09. CA w/ heat pump,
W/D, new carpet. 10-12 mo lease.
$900/mo. 549-5402
__________________________ 00
NOW RENTING FALL ‘08-’09:
Efficiencies, 1,2, and 3 bedrooms. All
utilities, cable. and internet included.
234-7368
__________________________ 00
3 BR apt. for lease. 1051 7th
St. No pets. 345-7286, www.
jwilliamsrentals.com
__________________________ 00
2 BR apts. for lease. 1530 1st St. and
1041 7th St. No pets. 345-7286,
www.jwilliamsrental.com
__________________________ 00
Houses for ‘09: 3, 4, 5, and 6 BR. Close
to campus, laundry, parking, no pets.
345-7286,
www.jwilliamsrentals.
com
__________________________ 00
2 YEAR-OLD 3 BR 2 BA DUPLEX.
EXCELLENT LOCATION. WASHER/
DRYER, DISHWASHER, DISPOSAL.
THREE VANITIES INCLUDED. CALL
(217)493-7559 OR VISIT US AT
WWW MYEIUHOME.COM
__________________________ 00
1 and 2 Br. apartments on the square.
All utilities included except electricity.
$475-$500. Call 234-7368.
__________________________ 00
3 and 4 bedroom apts. $600-$700
per month. 6 to choose from. Call
234-7368.
__________________________ 00

n & mp Best deal for the dollar!!!
r
pt , most include cable & internet
BR
- A/C, washer/dryer, walk to EIU
CALL f p ce an
p n en !
EIU student
rentals since
1979

Jim Wood, Realtor
1512A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 - Fax 345-4472

woodrentals.com
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>> Whitchurch
FROM PAGE 12

"We needed that one," said head
coach Brady Sallee after he saw
his team roll to its 16th consecutive home victory. "We needed one
where we came out and kind of took
care of business in the first half, and
we were able to play a lot of people,
get some people some much-needed
rest and cruise to one."
And cruise they did.

Eastern rolled to an 18-point
halftime lead, holding Golden
Eagles' star senior guard Blair Bowens scoreless in the process.
Bowens finished with 13 points,
most of which came with the game
out of reach.
But the story of the night for the
Panthers was their offense. While
the majority of the team's offense
came from the post, with senior
forward Rachel Galligan scoring a
team-high 22 points and Kloak added 15, the key was getting shots out

of players who had struggled of late.
Senior forward Lindsey Kluempers, who had been affected by a
broken pinkie she suffered Jan. 13
against Indiana-Purdue-Fort Wayne,
gave her highest scoring output
since Nov. 24 against Southern
Methodist with nine points on 3-of6 shooting.
Likewise, junior guard Ashley
Thomas got her shot to fall coming off the bench and added nine
points, her highest total since scoring 10 against Jacksonville State on

Jan. 3. Thomas had only scored seven total points in the six games since
then.
"To see (Thomas and Kluempers) shoot the ball as well as they
did, that's definitely a good sign
going into the last nine games," Sallee said.
The Panthers sure take care of
business at home, and it needs to
continue.
With Tennessee State losing to
Morehead State Thursday night, the
Panthers sit alone in second place in

the Ohio Valley Conference. Murray
State, the only team sitting ahead of
Eastern in the standings, hosts lastplace UT Martin on Monday, and
the Panthers can't expect the Racers
to lose again until their rematch on
Feb. 21 in Lantz Arena. So by taking care of business at home and up
until that game is key for Eastern to
achieve its goal of an OVC Championship.
Collin Whitchurch can be reached at
581 -7944 or cfwhitchurch@eiu.edu.

PEARLS BEFORE SWINE I BY STEPHAN PASTIS

Oe()r ~is ,
Well,lt\o.vro. Ql\d I htlve ftno.lly
gotten r-.y ~orr-.er feline f'r,'end,
Mr. Snuffles, 'to t~llve our
Po.ris ~p Qrt('tlent.

Wh:le he left- without o. ti~nt,
he is st ill o. co.t . And CQTS
Cl).n be Sol'lewho.t ? o.Ssive •
o.ssressive when sfvrned.

GET FUZZY I BY DARBY CONLEY
ALYCIA ROCKEY ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Eastern senior guard Ellen Canale defends Tennessee Tech senior guard
Blair Bowens on Thursday night as the Panthers won 76-56 at Lantz Arena.

>> Dominate
FROM PAGE 12

The Panthers shot only 36 percent
in a 55-49 victory against Tennessee
Martin last Saturday and 3 5 percent
in a 60-5 1 loss at Murray State last
Thursday. After those games Sallee
said that he wanted his team to focus
on the offense more than usual this
week. The 56-percent shooting from
the field was the Panthers' secondbest shooting percentage of the season. They shot 61 percent in a 90-63
victory against Indiana-Purdue-Fort
Wayne on Dec. 13.
Senior guard Ellen Canale said
the key to the good shooting percentage was the team's ability to get
to the basket consistently on the
night and getting the ball inside to
Galligan and Kloak.
"You shoot 56 percent because

you have (Kloak and Galligan)
in the post dominating and with
their strength and height we had
an advantage there," Canale said,
who finished with nine points. "The
guards had been in a slump, and we
have been in the gym all week making sure we get our shots off."
The Panthers' defense combined
to hold Tennessee Tech to only 35
percent shooting. Golden Eagles'
senior guard Blair Bowens, the
team's leading scorer and the Ohio
Valley Conference's second-leading 3-point shooter finished with 14
points on 5-of-15 shooting, including only 2-of-7 from 3-point range.
Eastern continues its four-game
home stand on Saturday as they
host Jacksonville State at 3 p.m. in
Lantz Arena.
Collin Whitchurch can be reached at
581-7944 or at cfwhitchurch@eiu.edu.
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torrent

2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Extremely close to
campus. Great Price! (217) 254-0754
Driftwood apartments now renting for 2009.
2 BR, WID, enclosed deck. Very nice. $575/
month. 217-2764509.
Lincolnwood Pinetree Apartments renting
studio, 1, 2, and 3 bedrooms for 20091201 0.
Very close to campus and affordable rent. Call
345-6000. Email LincPineApt®consolidated.

r•'

torrent

FALL '09: 2 bedroom 2 bath apartment WID,
GA large kitchen with spacious room and
big closets. No Pets. $300-$325 per person.
1520 and 1521 C street. 348-3075
3,4bedroomhouses. www.EIUneighborhood.
comorcall217-273-1395.
LARGE 3 BD HOUSE VERY CLOSE TO
CNv\PUS GREAT RATES 217-254-0754,
217-273-2048

1

LARGE 2 BD APTS GREAT RATES PET
FRIENDLY, RENT INCLUDES ELECTRIC
WATER INTERNET CABLE & TRASH 2732048

ACROSS
Where to get a
good view of a hit
and run

s Comic book

15
16

series that
spawned films in
1994 and 2005
Gives last rites
to, e.g.
Lightly and
quickly, in music

Dr. Ruth, e.g.
1s Prepare to ship
19 Member of Ia
familia extensa
20 Pop superstar's
informal name
since 1997
17

22
23

Wyo. is on it in
the summer
"Listen Like
Thieves" band

37

41
43
44

47
49

50

51
53
54

55
57
58

26

They may be
greased
Chapter 13?

60

27

Missouri relatives

63

29

One of the
Baltimore
Ravens' mascots
Strips on a table
At the head of
the line
It's unreal

25

30
31

net.

Lincolnwood Pinetree Apartments has
apartments available for january 2009. Call
345-6000. Email LincPineApt®consolidated.

Edited by Will Shortz

33
35

Had a 33-Across,
say

62

64

65

Song standard
with the lyric
"Can't you see
I'm no good
without you?"
Conform
End of a middle
watch
Rona who wrote
"Mazes and
Monsters"
Far out
Best
A leading
manufacturer of
cars
Reference book
abbr.
Sinew: Prefix
Funeral home
item
New Jersey
shopping mecca
Be windy
Got hitched
Food similar to a
bannock
Uranus's largest
moon
Alternative to a
tanning booth
Responded
contemptuously
Round parts,
perhaps

DOWN
1 Strong defenses
2 Pretty poor
chances

net.

FALL '09: 2 bedroom 1.5 bath apartment
Central Air, WID, Dishwasher, Walk in closets.
No Pets. $275 per person. 1017 Woodlawn.
348-3075

Cool old 5 bdrm house. Very good condition.
1 block from the square. Near Friends &
Co. $190 per rooml$950 per month. Call
(217)549-4196.

FALL '09: 3 bedroom house. GA, WID,
Dishwasher, Lg room. No Pets. $350 per
person. 1510 Bstreet. 348-3075

August 1st. 1 bedroom 1 bath Apt WID.
Close to campus. 1011 Woodlawn. No pets,
smoke free. $395/ 1 person, $445/2 person.
21 7-348-3075.

The Warbler Yearbook- RSO &
Organization Photos on Feb. 3, 5, & lOth
from 5-8 in the Paris room, Effingham room,

and Martinsville room of the MLK Union.
Get your group photo in the yearbook.
- - - - - - - - 2/5

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

No. 1226

PUZZLE BY BRENDAN EMMETI QUIGLEY

Love letters?
21 Move slowly
Nurse
24 Counterbalances
5 Hydrocarbon
26 An unknown
endings
quantity
6 Just off the
2s Wong of book
bottom, nautically
and film
7 Sandal variety
30 "The Jungle
s An anchor often
Book" bear
faces it
32
Kind
of rock
9 Falcon-headed
god
34 Mischievous tyke
10 Company whose
36 Way out in the
slogan is "Home
country
away from home"
38 Bop alternative
11 Purchase at a
39 Literally, "white
home store
mountain"
12 Weak
40 Delegates
13 Small pad
14 Didn't strike
42 Pioneer's org.
3

44

4

45

46
48

Old tournament
events
Title transport in
a 1941 song
Done, slangily
Retires from the

RAF.
51

Title lady in a
1933 song

52

Two 55-Downs
Half a 52-Down
Ancient walkway
Women's org.
with the motto
"God, home and
country"
"House Call" airer

55
56
59

61

For answers, ca 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a m nute; or, w th a
cred t card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annua subscr pt ons are ava abe for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the ast 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
AT&T users Text NYTX to 386 to down oad puzz es, or v s t
nyt mes com/mob exword for more nformat on.
On ne subscr pt ons: Today's puzz e and more than 2,000 past
puzz es, nyt mes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share t ps: nyt mes.com/wordp ay.
Crosswords for young so vers: nyt mes.com/ earn ng/xwords
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MEN'S AND WOMEN'S TENNIS I COAC H SPOTLIGHT

Weisskopf
brings
•
experience
Ecuadorian could give
boost to young teams
By NEIL SCHNEIDER
Staff Reporter

ERIC HILTNER ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Andres Weisskopf, the recently hired tennis graduate assistant coach, re-strings a racket for the team in his office Wednesday. Weisskopf, an Ecuadorian, played at Anderson University in South Carolina.

>> Duckworth
FROM PAGE 12
Interested fans may also contribute to the scholarship fund by

r--------------,

contacting the Eastern's Philanthropy Office at 581-5831.
According
to
KATU.com,
Duckworth is getting a permanent
honors along the Willamette River

in Portland, Ore.
A floating platform currently
known as the Convention Center
Dock will be renamed in his honor.

Andres Weisskopfbrings a variety
of experience, which is something
the Eastern men and women's tennis
teams will need this season.
The men's tennis team feanues
four underclassmen and the women's
team sports six underclassmen.
Weisskopf acknowledged that
both teams are young with high
expectations.
"So, while expectations are high,
we need to understand with a young
team (that) we are trying to develop
our players, but overall I think the
season will be a success," he said.
H ead coach John Blackburn said
that bringing in Weisskopf was a
positive move for the team.
"He brings a lot experience with
him, especially playing in the Davis
Cup and at a national level," Blackburn said. "H e brings us a lot of
experience when it comes to winning
and playing at a high level."
And that is something Weisskopf wants to translate to the team
this season when he was announced
as the graduate assistant coach of the
tennis teams on Jan. 21.
Weisskopf, 24, is a current member of the El Salvador National Davis
Cup Team, where he started playing
tennis when he has 20.
While Weisskopf has only been
at Eastern for three weeks, he already

can see a team that has the desire to
finish toward the top of the Ohio
Valley Conference.
"I can share with the team some
different experiences of playing for a
top 20 team," he said. "From these
experiences, the team can learn to
come with a different perspective to
the matches and (have more) desire
to be successful."
H e began his tennis career at the
age of nine in Ecuador.
By the age of 18, Weisskopf had
been ranked as high as No. 2 in the
18-and-under junior division and
earned a national doubles championship.
The top 20 team Weisskopf
played tennis for was Anderson University in South Carolina, where he
also was a four-year member and
a captain. He finished his college
career with a record of 39-26 in single matches, while going 36-20 in
doubles play.
Weisskopf said it is great to be in
a Division I environment and have
the opportunity to be a part of the
program.
"It really is a great opportunity for
me to be able to come to EIU and
(to work) with (coach) Blackburn,"
Weisskopf said. "To be able to work
so directly with him is something I
couldn't pass up. Not a lot of guys at
the age of 24 get (this) chance (to be)
so involved and have the oppornmity to experience what it means to be
a college coach at an early age."

"To have something named for
him in downtown Portland - he
loved the outdoors, he loved to
fish and that's going to be there
in his name forever," said Bill

Neil Schneider can be reached at 5817944 or atjnschneider@eiu.edu.

Schonely, who was the voice of the
Portland Trail Blazers from 197 0
to 1997 .
The dock will be the 'Kevin J.
Duckworth Memorial Dock.'
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27 ~ears Anchored tor Lite
On Eastern's Campus

&Lincoln
217.345.2844
or 217.345.2841
·vve Deliver 7 Days a 'Week
Dine In or Carry Out
Open ll am to 1 am

Dave's
decorating center

All You Can Eat Pizza Buffet

EVERYDAY
5 pm-9pm

Models open

136' 18TH Sf ·l4H9ll

rftD

~

:

CHARLESTON ~

.... ......:m:

M-F 10-6 SAT 10-3

:
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Contact us at parkp1acemgmt(<'<aoLcom
Stop by our office at 715 Grant #101
See our coupon in Campus Special! !

••

348.1479

$2.00 Off
large Pizza
Purchased at
Regular Price

ues oy: l Ki ions Pints • l.7S Roi Gin
Wednesday: 5I Pobst Pints • 53 Jock, Jim, Jose
Thursday: 51 Bud & Bud Light Pints • 51.50 Roil Vodka
52.75 Vodko/Redbull
friday: 52 DomesticBonles • 53 (optoin & Jager
54 Jager Bombs
Saturday: 53 U-CAU~T! {luger, Jock, So(o, Guiness, Fot Tire, etc.)
S4 luger Bombs
Sunday: 51 (Mrs light Pints • 51.75 Roil Shots & Mixers

Saturday: The Station w~h The Werks Opening
Sunday: SUPERBOWL SUNDAY!!
Great Specials • GiveAways
AcousticSunday w~h MarkTyler & friends
NO COVER!!
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Walters will play in all-star game

Former defensive end
uses time to showcase
his skills for NFL
By Kevin Murphy
Sports Editor
Pierre Walters said he is lucky this
week.
The former Eastern defensive end
said a player above him got injured,
and now he’ll be in the spotlight.
Walters was selected to participate
in Saturday’s Texas vs. The Nation
Collegiate All-Star Game at the Sun
Bowl in El Paso, Texas.
“I was pretty high up on the waiting list,” Walters said.
Walters said that when a defensive end was injured while training,
the final roster spot was between him
and two other guys.
And Walters ended up on the
Nation team.
“I was next on the line,” Walters
said. “It’s a huge blessing. This is the
type of exposure I needed. It’s just
amazing.”
Walters has been training in New
Jersey to continue his NFL career,
but this week he has been in Houston and fairly busy.
He is the first Panther to play in
an All-Star game since Jon Rueter
played in Magnolia All-Star Gridiron
Classic in Deccember 2006. Walters
left at 3:15 a.m. from New York the
other day and arrived in Texas and
went to sleep a little after 11 p.m.
This week has been all interviews,
training, doing community service
activities and taking with his agent at
JL Sports.
“They’re keeping us busy,” Walters
said. “It’s just one huge job interview.”
He’s been in contact with representatives from the Baltimore
Ravens, Dallas Cowboys, Jackson-

ERIC HILTNER | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Pierre Walters, playing in a game against Tennessee Martin last season, is taking advantage of the opportunity to play this Saturday at the Texas vs.
The Nation Collegiate All-Star Game at the Sun Bowl in Texas. He is taking the roster spot of another defensive lineman.

ville Jaguars and Tampa Bay Buccaneers, some of which he has been
in contact with when they came to
junior Pro Day.
He networked with different
teams since he was down there on
Monday.
“It feels great, but right now they
can’t wait to see me practice and
play,” Walters said.
Walters will also be visiting an
army and a children’s hospital this
week.
“It’s well worth it,” Walters said.

“I can sleep for years to come. This
year I won’t be doing much of it.”
Walters is excited about the game,
and he is only one of two Ohio Valley Conference players in the game.
The other is Tennessee State’s offensive guard Cornelius Lewis, who a
Florida State-transfer and a member
of the Texas team.
Walters expects to get in about
two to three series during the game,
and he just wants to stay healthy.
“The only thing I can do is make
progress, and make myself look bet-

ter,” Walters said.
He said since he left Eastern in
December, that he’s become stronger
and more flexible.
He is eating well, has trimmed a
lot of fat off and is close to 100 percent, he said.
Walters ranks third all-time at
Eastern in tackles for losses.
Walters plans to come back to
Illinois in March and train at Illinois’
Pro Day.
He finished the 2008 season with
48 tackles (18 solo, 30 assisted) while

leading the team with 16.5 tackles
for loss.
He also added 4.5 sacks, five
quarterback hurries, a forced fumble,
fumble recovery and a blocked field
goal.
“I’ve been throwing some linebacker drills,” Walters said. “I’ve
been working on my drops. I’ve been
working on my hips. Everything’s
going well.”
Kevin Murphy can be reached at 5817944 or at kjmurphy@eiu,.edu.

Panther Briefs

Track hosts another home meet Saturday

The balanced Eastern men’s and
women’s track and field teams get to
showcase their talent this weekend.
The Panthers will host the Illinois
Intercollegiate Meet on Saturday at
Lantz Fieldhouse.
“Having so many talented runners this season has given us one of
the deepest teams in the (Ohio Valley Conference),” said Eastern head
track coach Tom Akers. “This is the
result of having freshmen step up
and making themselves capable of
performing on the big stage.”
In the two meets that Eastern has
taken part in this season, red-shirt
freshman Zye Boey has won both
track of the week honors given by
the OVC.
Freshman sprinter DeMarcus
Brooks, Boey and sophomore Chevon Walker all have stepped into the
records.
They are currently holding the
sixth, seventh and eighth place
records, respectively, in the 60-meter
dash at Eastern.
Akers said freshman Tyler Carter
has been another top performer for
Eastern
“Tyler has really jumped well for
us and has done a nice job in hurdles
so far this season,” Akers said.
“I have been pleased with the
youngsters on the team so far this
season,” Carter said. “We have a very
young, but talented team this season,
and this will set us up for future success as we gain experience through
the races.”

paraiso at 2 p.m. on Saturday at Ray
Padovan Pool.
“Despite their current records,
Valpo has some really fine swimmers, which makes them tough to go
up against,” said Eastern head coach
Matt Bos in a press release. “They
have four to five top swimmers on
both sides, which allows them to
spread the talent around and potentially take some individual events.”
The Valpo men’s swimming team
(0-7) lost to Eastern last season 11392, while the Valpo women’s swimming team (1-7) defeated the Panthers 122-101 last season.

ERIN MATHENY | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Freshmen sprinters Reid Basting and Antoine Perry compete in the 400-meter dash at the EIU Mega Meet at Lantz
Fieldhouse on Saturday. The men’s and women’s track teams will host the Illinois Intercollegiate meet on Saturday.

Boey has also won the 200-meter
dash twice in two meets this season
with a season best of 21.74 seconds.

Swimming hosts Valparaiso
The Eastern men’s and women’s
swimming team will be seeking their

third straight dual meet victory this
weekend.
The Panthers will be hosting Val-

Men’s tennis loses opener
The Eastern men’s tennis team
had lost four matches against Illinois
State at the Ball State Invitational in
October.
It was the same case on Thursday in Eastern’s season opener as the
Panthers lost 6-1 in Normal. The
Panthers lost every match except
when freshman Drew Grimaldi won
at No. 6 singles because an Illinois
State player retired. The rest of the
Panthers (0-1) lost all their singles
matches. They also lost their doubles
matches against the Redbirds (1-0).
The Panthers will play at Southern
Illinois Edwardsville (1-0) at noon.
-Compiled by Sports Editor Kevin Murphy and Staff Reporter Wally Swenson.
They can be reached at 581-7944 or at
DENsportsdesk@gmail.com
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NATIONAL SPORTS

Duckworth to be honored

NBA
Boston at Detroit I
6 p.m. on ESPN
TRACK AND FIELD
Millrose Games I
6 p.m. on ESPN2

STAFF REPORT
Kevin Duckworth, former Eastern and Portland Trail Blazer center,
will be honored at the men's basketball game on Saturday.
Duckworth died in August, and
this season the Eastern men's basketball team has worn a black ribbon
with No. 00 on it to honor the former star.

COLLEGE WRESTLING
Illinois at Purdue I
6 p.m. on Big Ten
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Indiana State at
Northern Iowa I
7:30 p.m. on FSN
NBA
Golden State at New OrleansI
8:30 p.m. on ESPN

At halftime of the game at Lantz
Arena against Jacksonville State,
Eastern will dedicate a men's basketball scholarship in his honor with
Duckworth's mother and family
members in attendance.
Eastern's all-time leader in
rebounds at 867 and blocked shots
with 123, Duckworth scored 1,569
career points and ended his career
ranking in the top 10 in all three

categories at both Eastern and in the
Mid-Continent Conference.
H e was an All-Conference player in 1986 and was named to the
Mid-Continent Conference Dream
Team.
Duckworth was a second-round
selection by the San Antonio Spurs
but spent most of his NBA career as
a member of the Portland Trail Blazers.

He was twice selected to the N BA
All-Star game and named the N BA's
Most Improved Player in 1988.
He helped guide Portland to four
Western Conference semifinals and
the 1990 and 1992 N BA Finals.
He played for the Blazers from
1986-93, averaging of 13.6 points
and 6.3 rebounds in 527 games.

>>

SEE DUCKWORTH, PAGE 10

MEN'S BASKETBALL I EASTERN 75, TENNESSEE TECH 58

Losing streak ends with route

NBA
Chicago at Sacramento I
9 p.m. on CSN

Panthers pressure Tech
into bad shots

SCOREBOARD

By DAN CUSACK

MEN 'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
*Jacksonville State 78, SEMO 68
*Eastern Illinois 75, Tennessee Tech 58
*Morehead State 94, Tennessee State 73

Staff Reporter
The Eastern men's basketball
team needed an answer after two
straight road Ohio Valley Conference losses.
The Panthers got the answer
when they returned home and stifled
the Tennessee Tech offense Thursday night as they held the Golden
Eagles to a 23-percent shooting percentage in the first half to pull away
for a 7 5-58 win at Lantz Arena.
'1 think we did a good job," Miller said. "I think they missed some
shots early, and it kind of takes you
out of your game. "
A combination of poor shooting and pressure defense allowed the
Panthers (9- 11, 6-4 OVC) to score
in spurts and go up early on Tennessee Tech (10-10, 4-6 OVC), a team
the Panthers lost to 67-61 on Jan. 5.
'1 think last time we played them
we had a lack of focus and a lack of
energy," junior forward Edin Suljic
said. "Tonight we were focused and
ready to go and came out with a lot
of energy.
Eastern's sixth OVC win marks
their highest league win total in the
past three seasons.
Junior guard Romain Martin stole the show for the Panthers
offense scoring eight of the teams
first 10 points as he finished with a
team high 24 points and 11 defensive rebounds.
'1 was shooting extra before and
after practice everyday this week
and I think that helped me out a
lot," Martin said.

WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
*Morehead State 60, Tennessee State 51
*SEMO 57, Jacksonville State 37
*Eastern Illinois 76, Tennessee Tech 56
*Ohio Valley Conference games
MEN'S TENNIS
Illinois S te 6, Eas n Illinois 1

FIND MORE
SPORTS
ONLINE
·Includes a staff blog
and more Eastern
notes. Also check
www.dennews.com for updated
scores this weekend.

COLLIN WHITCHURCH

Easy win

needed
After last week's close loss at
Murray State and nail-biter win
against last-place Tennessee Martin, it seemed as if the Eastern
women's basketball team was a
little tense. Clearly, the Panthers
could play with the best teams in
the league, competing with firstplace Murray State on the road
without hobbled junior forward
Maggie Kloak.
But after rwo straight poor
shooting efforts, including shooting only 35 percent against the
Skyhawks, winless in the league,
last Saturday, Thursday night's
effort was just what the doctor
ordered to get the Panthers back
on track.

»
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SPORTS EDITOR
Kevin Murphy
DENsportsdesk@gmail.com
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East ern junior forward Ed in Suljic attempt s t o make a basket as Tennessee Tech player blocks him during Thursday night's game in Lantz Arena.
The Panthers beat Tennessee Tech 75-58.
The Panthers began the game on
a 10-3 run, but Tech was able to cut

the lead to 12-10 with 11 minutes,
54 seconds remaining in the half

with a 3-pointer by Tech guard Will
Barnes.
Eastern proceeded to outscore
the Golden Eagles 21- 10 to close
out the half taking a 33-20 halftime
lead.
Suljic made a major contribution
for the Panthers scoring eight points
including six straight Eastern points
late in the first hal£
The Eastern defense bothered the
Golden Eagles in the first half holding them to 7-of-30 (23 percent)
shooting and 1-of-10 from behind
the arc.
In the second half, Eastern led
by 19 points after going on a 9-3 to
start the half capped off by a long 3pointer from the top of the key by
senior forward Billy Parrish.
The Golden Eagles responded
with a 10-3 run to pull within 11 at
49-38. But they were never able to
get the game within double figures.
The Panthers kept their foot on
the Eagles throat down the expanding the lead to as many as 22 with
5:22 remaining while they cruised
to their sixth win in the conference.
Junior guard T.J. Marion played
only seven minutes and Miller said
he is being bothered by a foot injury. Miller said Marion will be evaluated today around 3 p.m. to see the
status of the foot.
Eastern shot better than 51 percent from the field (28-of-53) and
was (8-of-19) from behind the arc.
Eastern is now 4- 1 in conference
home games this season.
Eastern's next game will be 7
p.m. Saturday as it hosts Jacksonville State at Lantz Arena..
Dan Cusack can be reached at 5817944 or at dscusack@eiu.edu.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL I EASTERN 76, TENNESS EE TECH 56

Galligan, Kloak dominate as Panthers roll
Post presence gives
Golden Eagles trouble
By COLLIN WHITCHURCH
Assistant Sports Editor
Rachel Galligan missed a shot
that would have given the Panthers
an 11-point lead with 4 minutes, 37
seconds remaining in the first hal£
Fortunately, for the Eastern women's basketball team, that was the
only shot Galligan missed on the

SEE WHITCHURCH, PAGE 9

night as she scored 22 points to
lead the Panthers to a 76-56 victory against Tennessee Tech Thursday
night at Lantz Arena. Galligan, a
senior forward, finished 6-of-7 from
the floor and 10-of-10 from the free
throw line as the Panthers extended
their program-record home winning
streak to 16 games.
''I'll have to make her run tomorrow," Eastern head coach Brady Sallee said jokingly about Galligan's one
missed shot.

Junior forward Maggie Kloak
added 15 points for the Panthers,
including 9-of-10 from the free
throw line as Eastern shot 56 percent from the field and 87 percent
from the free throw line, both well
above its season average.
"(For the past few games), our
offense has been something we've
struggled with," Galligan said. "Our
main focus this week was to work on
our offense. We worked hard on it to
get back to the things we like to do,

(like) the guards making the right
cuts and us post playing off of them.
I think we executed well tonight,
and it led to me getting fouled in the
post and getting to the free throw
. ))
I me.
The Panthers (14-7, 8-2 Ohio
Valley Conference) secured their
hold on second place in the league
against the Golden Eagles (4- 17, 28).

»

SEE DOMINATE, PAGE 9

EASTERN SPORTS SCHEDULE
MEN'S AND WOMEN' TRACK
Saturday - Illinois Intercollegiate
10 a.m. - Lantz Fieldhouse

I

MEN'S TENNIS
Saturday at SlUE I
Noon - Edwardsville

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SWIMMING
Saturday vs. Valparaiso I
2 p.m. - Ray Padovan Pool

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Saturday vs. Jacksonville State
3 p.m. - Lantz Arena

I

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Saturday vs. Jacksonville State
7 p.m. - Lantz Arena

I
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The Verge is
now accepting
poetry, art
submissions
Page 28
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KOBER LEAVES AUDIENCES HUNGRY FOR MORE
By Courtney Bruner
Verge Reporter
Comedian Jen Kober's ideal night would include a soldout show in which she did very well, and then a trip with
her friends to her grandma's house where they would eat.
''1here would have to be cake somewhere," Kober said.
Kober is originally from the hot and humid town of
Lake Charles, La. Her first stand-up show was at an openmic night when she was 16.
Her friend had signed her up for the open-mic competition in New Orleans, three hours from where she lived.
Titey snuck out of the house, and she performed on stage.
"I was pretty good, but I didn't know what I was doing,"
Kober said.
Tite TV show, "America's Funniest People," had someone there who liked what Kober did. After calling her mom
to tell her the good news, she was played on the show.
Titis was just the beginning of her 10-year career as a
stand-up comedian.
Kober later took acting classes at the Theater School at
DePaul University in Chicago. She left there with a certificate in theater, but since she had never taken any academic classes, she could not get her degree. Kober later went
to McNeese State University in her hometown where she
gained a degree in both theater and communication studies.
Kober currently resides in Los Angeles. She would rather live in California over Louisiana because of the amount
of hurricanes. However, she misses the food from Louisiana
because California has a lot more health food.
"My colon is very happy, but my pallet isn't," Kober
said.
In her act, Kober talks a lot about food.
"People leave feeling hungry," she said.
Kober uses her life stories in her act to make people
laugh.
She talks about her life on the road and what she has encountered along the way. She also likes to talk about her
family.
"My parents are freaks," Kober said. "I feel the need to
tell the world this."
Kober adds music into her act.
She travels with guitarist Justin Hill.
"I sing. I rap. I yodel," Kober said.
In her act, Kober sings some parodies as well as original
songs such as "Rollin' in my Honda'' and "Why'd You Steal
my Pickle?" She is currently working on a video for "Skinny Bitch" with Dane Cook and Jeffrey Ross.
Kober also takes new comedians with her on her tours
to teach them the "ropes," she said. She wants them to see
what it is like to travel, perform and develop their own
style.
"You have to do you," she said.
Kober has appeared in many shows including "Comic Relief" on HBO, was runner-up in the "Stand-up/Sit
down'' that aired on TBS and was seen in Jaime Kennedy's
movie "Heckler." She was also a featured comedian on Oxygen's "25 Celebrity Bad Girls Gone Good."
Kober claims that every night is different. She chooses
different stories every night to fit to her audience and to the
venue at which she is playing.
"I just want everyone to leave happier than when they Jen Kober will be performing her stand-up act at 9 p.m. today in the 7th Street Underground oft he Martin Luther King. Jr. Union.
got here," she said.

Houses.
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CHANGING THE
FACE OF RAP
Since the first days of hiphop music, one mode of beats
has been leading the industry as a whole- the sample.
As the rap industry grew, so did
the use of samples. It became easy
for music producers to use a previously recorded song and simply add their own beats or personal flavor and then call it their own.
Tite Internet has brought a wave
of music that crashes through
the barriers known as copyright laws, and it has made sampling a force to be reckoned with.
Now more than ever, it is more
difficult to prosecute those artists
who are using samples illegally.
Tite average cost for a song's
rights usually hovers around
$10,000. Many rising rap stars
can't afford this price for each
song that they sample. Instead,
the artist disregards any wrong doing and gambles that they won't
be one of the few to get caught
for copyright infringement.
Some producers just turn
to what they know best,
the drum machine.
Take Kanye West's latest album,
"808s & Heartbreak," for example. The original idea for the album was an endeavor for West to
go back to the basics and develop
an entire album using only a Roland TR-808 drum machine. The

'em!
us ..... .

the daily eastern news
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Brad York
Senior Verge Reporter
album took a turn after depressing elements happened in West's
life, such as the death of his mother and the break off of his engagement to long-time girlfriend
Alexis Phifer, became too prominent for the rapper to ignore.
West stuck to his word, and
the album features no predominant samples. The use of autotune, however, certainly helped
West provide some original material that may have lacked on
some of his previous albums, but
the result was brilliantly simple body moving beats and lovesick, weaker than average, lyrics.
Is auto-nme replacing samples or is the rap industry just
taking a long needed break
from the samples tradition?
When we look at the 2009
Grammy nominations for
best rap album, we witness
the veterans of the game batding against newcomers chang-

ing the face of rap. This face-off
may prove what is yet to come.
The nominations fean•re Jay-Z
for "Americart Gangster," Nas for
"Nas," T.I. for "Paper Trail," Lil
Wayne for "Tha Carter III" and
Lupe Fiasco for "1he Cool." For
each of the albums listed, only one,
"American Gangster," is predominantly sample ridden. Lil Wayne's
infectious album "Tita Carter III"
is the next highest with only five of
the 16 tracks featuring a sample.
If samples didn't carry Lil Wayne to number one,
is auto-tune the cause?
Auto-tune certainly helped
Lil Wayne achieve a mega-hit
with this summer's smash "Lollipop," but does this mean
auto-tune is here to stay?
As long as rap is around, the
use of samples will be involved
in the hit making process. What
better way is there to get a song
stuck in your head after the first
time listening than already knowing the song by a previous artist?
My only hope is that autotune doesn't replace the inventive rhyme schemes that have fueled hip-hop for so long. It is one
thing to make an album using all
auto-tune and still have complex
respectfi.Illyrics; it is another to
make an album using auto-tune
simply to get our heads to bob.

ArtSpace: Poetry
"The Last Few Days"

Haikus

By Sarah Jean Bresnahan

By Sarah Ruholl

My head is spinning.
My body sways back and forth,
a few seconds in each direction.
My eyes are glazed over,
reflecting the bright lights.
The caffeine just makes it worse.
The drugs just dull the pain.

Hey Mister Giraffe,
You are tall and so graceful,
I am also tall.
I could walk through walls,
But I am solid matter,
So I will stay here.

And just when you think it's time for
the sun to break through the snowfilled douds .....

I saw you last night,
But you were very busy,
I didn't say hi.

...... reminders made of paper and ink
scattered across my atmosphere
make me think that this will never
find a resolution.

I am not ready,
I need another half hour,
Just look at my hair.

We wa nt to see what you ca n do, t oo! Submit photos, art work, p oetry, short stories and
prose to denverge@gmail.com and see your work in ArtSpace!

STAFF
CONTACT US
(217) 581 -7943
denverge@gmail.com
http}/www.myspace .com/thedenverge

Verge Editor ........................Sarah Jea n Bresnahan
Assistant Verge Editor ...................... Sa rah Ruholl
Senior Verge Reporter ............................ Brad York
Guest Online Blogger ............. Collin Whitchu rch

Jim Wood, Realtor
1512A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
21 7 345 -4489 - Fax 345-4472

woodrentals.com

Tuesday Dollar Days
4pm-lam
$1 clnfta
$1a$1 ....

Thmsday
9pm-lam
$!a-

1310 East Street

Friday & Saturday

(211)345~

Sexual Assault Counseling & Information Service
2 1 7-348-5033 or Toll Free 1-888-345-2 846
Serving Coles and Cumberland Counties
Lawson Hall Basement EIU · Charleston IL 61920

UNMASK
SEXUAL
ASSAULT

SACIS Ser vices Include:
• Couns eling-for all ages
-For sexual abuse, assault, harrassment , etc.

• Advoc:ac:v
·Med ical
·Legal

*Learn how to be a volunteer
advocate by VISitong our website'

' Advocates avai lable 24 hours, 7 days a week

www.sacs.net

• Education
·School Prog rams (Headsrart·High Schooi·Universiry)
·Professional training (In-service training (or any organization)
.Communicary Education (Clubs, religious groups, corporations, ere.)

Brian~s

Place
2100

Thurs & Sun: so Cent Draft
~3 Pitchers
Wed: ~1 13urgers, ~ 1 Fries,
~1 13ottles

Broadway Ave Mattoon

234- 4151

Grill Open Mon-5at 5·9pm!!

roorn
rivate
. · ns
* Large p
funct•o
sor.
for frat ./

www.myspace.comjbriansplacemattoon

345-6533

I-R HALLBERG RENTALS, LLC
Now Renting for 2009-2010
All houses are only 3 years old and are like NEW!
$1 00 off last months rent
per renter if you sign a lease
before Valentine's day.

Only four houses left:
Three 3 bedroom/ 2 bath
One 4 bedroom/ 2 bath
Wireless Internet

Brad
Lee
Home lnprovements, Inc.
Clean • Affordable
Qualitv SWdent Housing

2-3-4-5-6 Bedroom Houses
Check us out at
www.bradleehomeimprovements.com
or caii211-273-0675
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THE STATION BRINGS THE FUNK

study break
LOOKING FOR
SOMETHING
TODO?
FRIDAY
Locked-In
Leadership
TIME: 4 P.M.
PLACE: lAWSON HALL
COST: FREE

Jen Kober
The Station will be playing at 10 p.m. Saturday at Mac's Uptowner. The band describes their sound as progressive rock and
funk.

By Jo sh Van Dyke
Verge Reporter
Tite Station will be playing at
Mac's Uptowner this Saturday
night with rock 'n' roll band The
Weeks.
A self-described progressive
rock and funk band, The Station
seeks to create a sound different
than anything heard before with
each song.
"It'd be hard for me to describe
what a typical Station song is," said
singer Dave Littrell, who writes
most of the songs. "You couldn't

listen to 10 minutes and peg us as
this kind of band."
The band takes its name from a
poem of the same name by Robert Hastings, where it is said, "the
true joy of life is the trip." This
idea is part of the thought process
behind Tite Station's style, made to
fit their urges to just go with their
impulses.
When the band takes the stage
they often don't have a set goal in
mind, instead winging it as they
go along.
The high level of improvisation,
almost every song has parts that are

created while they play it, is made
possible by a system of signals that
the players give to each other. A
simple hand motion can result in
the song going in an entirely different direction than it would have
otherwise, resulting in a sort of organized chaos.
"We knew improvising was
something that really excited us on
stage," said drummer Dave Carter.
"It's kind of constructed improvisations, if that makes any sense."
The Station hasn't gone unnoticed by their competition.
Advent Fury guitarist Brandon

Park describes them as a "good
combination of different members
and genres."
The Station started in Springfield but has since played in venues in Vermont, New York City,
Kentucky and more.
After several years away, their
return to Charleston will be
marked by a lights show.
"We're not holding back," said
Micah Hunter, the Uptowner's
manger.
The Station will be playing with
the Weeks Saturday night, with the
two-band show from 9 to 11 p.m.

ART STUDENTS GET COZY IN DOUDNA
By Doug T. Graham
Verge Reporter

CARl WAFFORD I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Jake Milam, junior art major, etches a design into a pinch pot for a project in
Ceramics I.

For Sarah Gillespie, it was the
locality of and the family ties to
Eastern that attracted her to the
university. Gillespie, a senior sUIclio art major, said that being able
to meet and talk with some of
Eastern's professors during her college search was important to her.
"I knew some professors
through members of my family,
so I could get started making relationships with professors even
before I came so I felt like that
helped somehow in the process,"
Gillespie said.
For Kyle Tonn it was because
of Eastern's summer art camp. The
camp was recommended to him
by his Charleston High School art
teachers.
Tonn, a freshman graphic design major, enjoyed being able to
experience living on the campus
and especially in the dorms.
"At art camp of course we had
to go over to Art Park West, it
didn't really matter that it was an
abandoned grocery store because
it was the teachers who made the
classes," Tonn said.
Ann Coddington, an art professor, spent four years teaching at
Art Park West before the depart-

ment moved into Doudna Fine
Arts Center in August. She said
that it was difficult retaining students attention at such a sub-standard facility.
"As a parent myself, my daughter is 13 years old, I would have
never let her go to a school whose
art department was a mile off campus in a grocery store," Coddington said. "I did not blame anybody for choosing against that."
Students who endured and survived multiple semesters at Art
Park West can't find much good
to say about it.
"That facility, you were never
worried about getting stuff on the
floors or walls, that was nice ..."
said Gillespie. "That's because
there were no walls, if there was a
lecture over here on the other side
you could hear them from everywhere!"
With Art Park West behind
them, Coddington thinks that the
department can only grow and expand in the future.
"We'd like to recruit a bigger
audience," she said. "We are in
this incredible facility, this is the
nicest art building that I know of,
in the state. It really is, it's not
only functional, it's aesthetically incredible... I anticipate further
growth."

TIME: 7 P.M.
PLACE: 7TH STREET
UNDERGROUND
COST: FREE

Chicago Farmer
with Mark Tyler
TIME: 8P.M.
PLACE: MAC'S
UPTOWNER
COST: $3

SATURDAY
BASEketball
tournament
TIME: 10 A.M.
PLACE: STUDENT REC
CENTER
COST: $15 PER TEAM
AND 15 CANNED/NONPERISHABLE FOOD
ITEMS

Ryan Strack Junior
Recital
TIME: 6 P.M.
PLACE: DOUDNA FINE
ARTS CENTER RECITAL
HALL
COST: FREE

Big Wig Mechanic
TIME: 9 P.M.
PLACE: MAD HATTERS
COST: $3

The Station With
TheWerks
TIME: 10 P.M.
PLACE: MAC'S
UPTOWNER
COST: $3
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BANGKOK THAI
OFFERS VARIETY,
TRADITIONAL
THAI FOODS

By Sarah Ruholl
Assistant Verge Editor

***
**

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE STAFF BLUES BAND

The Staff Blues Band is an 8-piece group that plays jazz, funk and blues music. They were the winners
of the Battle of the Bands last semester, which was co-sponsored by University Board and The Verge.
As it's prize, the band will be playing at Pantherstock in April. Last weekend, The Staff Blues Band
performed at Friends & Co. and Joe's Sports Bar.
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STAFF BLUES BRINGS BACK VINTAGE
WITH JAZZ, BLUES AND FUNK MUSIC
By Neil Schneider
Verge Reporter

When The Staff Blues Band
formed in late July 2008, the
band only had five members.
By the time November rolled
around, the band had gained
three new members and added a
full horn section.
"Tite whole experience of having an eight-piece band is still
pretty new to us, considering that
we just added our last member
in November," said vocalist and
rhythm guitarist Sean Walker.
"I learned one evening that
we had a chance to play a show
at the State Fair and me and my
roommate started piecing a band
together," said Walker, a senior
art major.

Although the band originally formed for just one show, they
soon began practicing on a regular basis.
"We originally only started for
that gig, but I think that we really
felt how much we all enjoyed the
show and we decided to continue going," said Mike Pond-Jones,
the trombone player.
Along with vocalist/rhythm
guitarist Walker and bass trombonist Pond-Jones, members of
The Staff Blues Band include
tenor saxophone player Mike
Block, lead guitarist Chris Hastings, keyboardist Dan Hoffman,
drummer Jamie Mauck, bassist
Wally Ulrich and trumpet player
Nick Grill.
With having an eight-piece
band, including a full horn section, the people of The Staff

Blues Band are able to create a
sound that is all their own.
"Typical rock bands really
don't have a horn section, so we
are able to create a much different sound than other bands,"
Hastings said.
"I think we are a little more
unique in the way that we can
have more solos and harmonies
because of the big sound a larger
band can create," Block said.
The Staff Blues Band describes
its sound as jazz influenced funkrock.
Their musical influences include James Brown, Jimi Hendrix, John Coltrane and many
other jazz artists.
"With having a full horn section we are able to play a more
wide variety of music. Plus, I
think that horns make everything

sound better," Grill said.
The Staff Blues band currently have only a few songs written,
but they play a full variety of covers including "Superstition" by
Stevie Wonder, "Vehicle" by the
Ides of March and "Brick house"
by The Commodores.
The band has recorded a couple of demo CDs, but they
haven't recorded a full album yet.
Touring and recording an album are two goals that the Staff
Blues Band is currently looking
into for the near future.
"Hopefully, we can get in
the studio this semester," Walker said. "We are crossing our fingers that we can get some recording done this semester. As far as
touring goes, we are going to try
and setup a couple Midwest tours
for the summer."

The aroma hit me the moment I
walked in.
Spicy, warm and flavorful, Bangkok
Thai immediately promises a delicious
meal.
Generally, pizza places, sandwich
shops and fast food restaurants rule the
collegiate dining market, but even in a
small Midwestern city like Charleston,
some variety can be found.
The menu offers a variety of traditional dishes from the four regions of
Thailand: Northern, Northeastern, Central and Southern. The dishes draw influences from Chinese stir fries and Indian curries.
Like Vietnamese cuisine, Thai cuisine is known for using fresh herbs and
spices rather than the traditionally dried
varieties.
Thai food is known for its balance of
four or five fundamental flavors in each
dish, spicy, sour, sweet, salty and occasionally bitter.
Though they offer everything from
papaya salad to fried noodle dishes, I order the Panang Curry with chicken and
a Singha beer.
The curry is billed as a sweet, coconut milk based dish and is served with a
mound of white rice.
As tradition dictates, the curry is at
once sweet and spicy, certainly spicier
than I had anticipated, sour and salty.
I have found many spicy dishes try
to be as hot as possible, often sacrificing flavor for heat. The Panang Curry,
though, is full of flavor.
The other curry dishes are much
spicier than this one, but they all contain coconut milk, except the extra hot
Jungle Curry, that adds a sweet taste
and rich flavor.
Bangkok Thai has a large selection of
vegetarian options, offering tofu as an
option with chicken, beef and shrimp
for the curry and noodle dishes. Vegetables also take a prominent role in many
of the offerings.
Singha is Thailand's oldest beer, first
brewed in 1933 and sold worldwide
since the 1970s.
It is often considered synonymous
with Thailand, but I found it mostly
just tasted like a slightly peculiar Budweiser.
There is nothing unfamiliar in the
beverage, and it is easy to down the entire thing before the actual food arrives.
If there is actually any left by the time
the food arrives, it compliments the
sweet and spicy food well.
The wait staff is friendly and knowledgeable of the menu. They are quick
to refill a glass, knowing some of the
customers will be overwhelmed by the
spicy food.

